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Suggestions;
R O SIC R U C IA N EM BLEM S
Members desiring Rosicrucian emblems may obtain them from Head
quarters. They are made of gold, beautifully inlaid with enamel, neat in size, and
consist of the triangle surmounted by the Egyptian cross. M en’s style emblem
with screw back, $1.85. W om en’s style, with patent safety catch pin, $2.00.
H O M E S A N C T U M SUPPLIES
Rosicrucian Candlesticks: Beautifully designed to represent Egyptian col
umns like those in Egypt and in the Supreme Temple at San Jose, finished in
dark red mahogany, mounted on double triangle base. Each will hold regular
size candle. Price $2.50 per pair, postage prepaid.
Sanctum Cross: Design of this cross is like the famous Egyptian Crux
Ansata (the looped cross), mounted on double triangle and finished to match
the candlesticks, with red stone in the center of the cross. A very beautiful and
symbolical ornament. Price $2.00, postage prepaid.
Student s Membership Apron: For those members who wish to wear the
typical Rosicrucian triangle lodge apron while performing ceremonies at home,
this symbolical device made in the ancient manner and easily tied around the
body and containing the Cross and Rose within the triangle, will be found
very appropriate. Price $1.35 each, postage prepaid.
Rosicrucian Incense: A very delicate perfumed incense, carrying with it
the odor and vibrations of the Oriental flowers. Made especially for us in
condensed form, so that a very small amount is necessary at one burning.
Far superior to any high priced incense on the market. Price $ .65 for a
box consisting of twelve large cubes sufficient for many months’ use, postage
prepaid by us.
Complete Sanctum Set: Includes two candlesticks, the cross, box of in
cense, the ritualistic apron, all described above. Special price if complete set
is ordered at one time, $5.00, postage prepaid.
R O SIC R U C IA N S T A T IO N E R Y
Boxes of twenty-four sheets of beautiful blue stationery, broadcloth linen
finish, with envelopes to match, club size. Each sheet bears a symbolic Rosi
crucian emblem. This is fine stationery to use in writing to a friend or acquaint
ance to show your affiliation with the Order. Price per box, $1.25, postage
prepaid.
A U T O EM BLEM S
Made especially for your automobile, but can be used anywhere. Made
of solid Art Brass Burnished, with Red Metal Rose. Emblem is identical with
the smaller emblem worn on lapels. Easily attached to radiator. Five and onequarter inches high. Price, $1.30, postage prepaid.
A T T R A C T IV E SEALS
Beautifully printed and embossed gum seals about the size of a twenty-five
cent piece in red and gold to be used in sealing envelopes or on stationery.
Contains the emblem and name of the Order. Price 50c per hundred, postpaid.

T H E PH ILO SOPH ER A N D HIS FRIEND A T P R A Y E R
T h e Philosopher is the Balanced Soul.
H e propounds the abstract truth practically applied that is the
principle of absolute good. In the picture we see Demetrius and Hilarius praying together for help to
realize a life of truth and b e a u ty — From th e d r a w i n g b y G u n n i n g K i n g — ( C o p y r i g h t — B i b b y ’s A n n u a l ) .
( C o u r te s y o f T h e R o s ic r u c ia n D ig e s t )

THE INVISIBLE
EMPIRE • • •
that rules the destinies of men
Jostling, mingling with the crowd, are the rulers
of men. They wear no crown of piety, nor carry a
scepter of political force— yet they exert a strange
influence upon the lives of all they meet!
In the
throngs surging about you are men and women who
are eminent successes— men who have a vision of
greater life HERE AND N O W — who accomplish the
seemingly impossible, while others are in despair. With
their greater perspective of life they push the horizon
of civilization farther out— they contribute the finer
things which we all hope to enjoy later. There are the
women, too— those who have a glow of beauty, a
charm that comes from a dynamic personality, which
far exceeds an effect induced by the artificiality of
cosmetics, for it is truly more than "skin deep."
These form an INVISIBLE EMPIRE of persons who
possess a rare knowledge of the laws of life, which
makes of them masters of destiny. Like a silver thread
woven through civilization they bind mankind together
with their wisdom and achievements. Fortune has not
smiled upon them. They have taken the initiative; they
have sought the suppressed knowledge of all times.
They have turned to channels whence this knowledge
comes— studied, learned, mastered.
The Rosicrucian Brotherhood is one of these ancient
channels for the development of men and women, and
for the contribution of happiness and success in life.
It offers TO Y O U the opportunity to become one of
the invisible empire— to use this most powerful know
ledge to attain
s c r ib e s . p . c .
the realization of
your fond hopes
and aspirations.
SAN JOSE.

Send for this
Amazing FREE Book
“ The Wisdom of the Sages.’ * It is a fas
cinating book that will tell you how the Rosicrucians will bring to the privacy of your home
a rare knowledge which you can use daily.
This knowledge will make you one of the in
visible empire of men and women who achieve
in life. This book is sent without cost, and
tells how you M A Y RECEIVE FOR STUDY
these interesting, intriguing, HELPFUL teach
ings. Write a letter for your copy today.
Address:
RfRIRP o p c

R O S IC R U C IA N BR O TH ER H O O D
SAN JOSE,

CALIFORNIA

CALIFORNIA

Remember the Rosicrucians are NOT A R ELIG IO U S O R G A N IZ A T IO N
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TH O U G H T O F THE M O N T H
THE OPEN DOOR
By TH E IM PERATO R

HE beginning of
the new year is
like t h e opening
of a great portal
that has b e e n
closed and sealed
for m a n y ages.
None of us knows
completely w h a t
lies beyond t h i s
portal and much
that there may be
in its chamber of
twelve m o n t h s
will be as strange and new to us as are
the things we discover beyond the
closed and sealed portals of an an
cient tomb in Egypt.
Standing upon the threshold of this
portal, however, we are sure of one
thing and that is that the door will be
open to us in order that we may freely
enter; and all o f the experiences of
life that fill the twelve alcoves o f the
chamber of mysteries will reveal their
startling surprises and marvelous bene
fits to us as we pass each of them in
succession. Even those who may pass
through transition on the very eve of
entering the portal will find the por
tal is still open to them in the higher
kingdom and that in a more perfect
way than we, will they pass through
this next chamber of life.
One other thing we may be sure of
also. As complete as may be this new
T he
Rosicrucian cfiamber with surprises and startling
revelations, new lessons to learn and
Digest
trials and tribulations, it is also filled
January
with opportunities. The opportunities
1933
which a new year offers to each indi-

vidual are things that are free to all
and are not limited by political influ
ences, religious censorship, financial or
social restrictions. The poorest of poor
men and the wealthiest o f the wealthy,
will find their opportunities awaiting
them. The only requirement is that
the one who walks through the portal
of the coming year be keenly alive to
the subtle appeals, and whispered beckonings, and the quiet calls that may
come from each corner, each alcove,
each little part and point of the great
chamber, so that no opportunity will
be missed and no advantage passed by.
If this portal o f the coming year
were likened unto a great museum in
which the opportunities, lessons, and
experiences of life were on display for
each to see and understand, I would
say that the most necessary prerequisite
for those who would enter through the
portal into the museum of 1933, is
preparation. Preparation to see and un
derstand, preparation to hear and real
ize, preparation to sense and inwardly
apprehend.
Here at headquarters we maintain a
museum of Oriental exhibits open to
the public daily. It is our contribution
to the cultural development o f the
Rosicrucian work, and the very foun
dation of this Oriental museum is dedi
cated to the future membership of
A M O R C that it may have somewhere
in North America a building devoted
to the preservation of the ancient and
present-day relics of human activity
and spiritual development. Many rare
and costly things from all parts of the
world have been purchased or secured
F o u r h u n d re d fo rty -fo u r

by voluntary donation or gift, and tiful things and the most important
great means have been taken to dis things that are of benefit and help
play these things to their best advan fulness to us! H ow many will pass
tage and to describe them and offer into life’s museum o f 1933 and exit
them for examination.
again next December without having
Hundreds of visitors come to this learned all o f the lessons and derived
museum every month from all parts of all o f the benefits that are possible!
America and, in fact, the guest book W e hope that we have assisted our
signed by each visitor at the entrance members in training their eyes to see
to the museum, reveals each month the and their ears to hear and their con
names of persons living in foreign sciousness to comprehend. If you have
lands, for we have had visitors from been trained properly, you will be as
England, France, Germany, Turkey, tonished at what this new chamber of
Russia, Australia, and elsewhere. Art the new year will offer to you.
ists and musicians come, stay a while,
In many ways the new year is
and go. Business men, home workers, fraught with possibilities that have not
employed persons, and persons who are been so completely offered to mankind
young and old come here at odd hours for many centuries. New opportuni
in the evening or holidays to improve ties unheard o f in the past, new
their minds. W riters who are anxious methods, new standards o f living, new
to secure descriptions o f articles and ways of doing business and directing
things of antiquity, come to gain in the affairs o f human life will be shown
formation. Scientists and others come to the careful observer during the next
for various reasons. W h ole classes of twelve months and will afford him the
pupils from the public schools, high long-sought for way to happiness and
schools, and colleges come here in a prosperity. Freely we may enter this
body in connection with their literary new chamber and cross over the
studies or their studies in history, art, threshold o f the open portal, and freely
architecture, etc. But, we have ob we may leave it when the year is done;
served that occasionally comes one who but while we are within the portal
wanders around through the museum everything that it has to offer is ours
for a while and then goes out without for the asking if we but know how to
any comment o f interest or even of ask and know how to appreciate what
appreciation. Some o f these persons is offered.
have been questioned later by our
The First Alcove
members and they have frankly ad
The ancients had a way o f making
mitted that they did not see some of
the very things they had hoped to see. each month o f the year o f particular
Yet these things were there for them interest to them through studying the
lives of the Saints or the great and
to see. They had eyes and saw not.
W e have been astonished at times learned persons associated with each
when talking with someone who has month. A s each month came its special
told us he has visited our museum, to purposes were studied and the per
find that he had not noticed the in sons of prominence connected with
terior o f King Tut’s tomb that is dis that month by tradition, were studied
played in the form of a large miniature and examined closely in order that the
model in a separate glass case. W e keys to success for each month o f the
have been surprised to find that others year might be discovered. For the
have missed seeing the beautiful silk benefit of our members I am going to
and gold collar worn by Napoleon. undertake to tell you from month to
Others have overlooked some rare month in this department what each of
jewels in a special case. Such persons the twelve alcoves of the great chamber
have been surprised at their own ex of 1933 represents. I will give you the
perience in this regard for they were names of the great persons who have
anxious to see the very things they been associated with each month and if
you have the opportunity to look into
had missed.
Is this not typical of human experi any encyclopedia or set o f reference
ence generally? So many o f us go books and read a little about the lives
through life and miss the most beau- of these persons, you may discover a
F o u r h u n d re d fo rty -fiv e

key to the fortunate things of each
month o f the year.
Taking the month of January, there
fore, as the first of these twelve al
coves, we find that January was called
the month of statesmen. It was an
ciently represented by Moses and in
more recent times by Queen Elizabeth.
On the other hand, those eminent
characters of the past who typify the
month are Confucius, Manu, Sargon,
Menes, Solon, Justinian, Charles V .
Phillip II, Louis X IV , Henry VIII,
Pope Innocent III, Richelieu, Savanarola, Garibaldi, Washington, Franklin,
Jefferson, Lincoln, and President W il
son.
If you were born during January
you will certainly want to read about
the lives of these persons, not that
you will be the same as they because
you were born in January, but because
the January influence will awaken and
quicken in you some interesting facts

hidden in your consciousness and thus
you and all who will make o f January
a month to read about the lives of
these persons, will turn this alcove of
the museum into the first of a number
of intellectual benefits. This has noth
ing to do with astrology but with the
psychic side of life. Therefore, enter
into this first alcove of the museum and
awaken the statesmanship qualities
within your consciousness in prepara
tion for your visit to the second al
cove in February. In this way, from
month to month, you will make your
journey through the chamber of 1933
a complete course o f preparation for
the recognition of the opportunities it
has to offer.
And may peace and happiness abide
with you continually as you journey
through the great chamber that now is
opened before you, welcoming you into
contact with the new mysteries of life.

A Serious Announcement!

O N E H U N D R E D D O L L A R R E W A R D O F FE R E D !

The
Rosicrucian
Digest
January

W e feel that the matter is serious and important enough to warrant using valuable space in this publican
tion, and that is why we make an exception to our editorial rules to issue the following announcement. We
feel sure that every member of our organization will be indignant at such a charge as has been made, and will
properly resent not only the statement, but the insidious purpose back of it.
a recent letter sent by the Editor o f a Theosophical publication to a person who inquired about the
A M O R C , the Editor referred to his false attacks on our organization with the following words: “ I would call
your attention to the fact that the statements made regarding the A M O R C are made categorically on the
authority of prominent men, some officials of the Masonic Organization, and o f that organization itself.”
We are not the least concerned with what personal opinion the Editor of the magazine may have regarding
the A M O R C , for such opinions do not in any way endanger the good name and established reputation of this
organization. But, for some months an attempt has been made through various channels to create the idea
that the Masonic organization, known as the F. 6? A . M ., officially has condemned A M O R C , and has published
a signed statement of its condemnation of A M O R C . Letters to this effect have passed among a number of
Masons in America, and are finding their way into the hands of other publishers. In our entire history the
Freemasonic; organization has not, in public or in private, officially condemned the A M O R C , or any part
of it. or criticized or condemned any officer connected with the A M O R C . N or have we ever seen or heard
of any letters or published statements made by any official of the Masonic organization as an officer, or by
the organization in whole or in part, that condemned or criticized, or in any way expressed its disapproval
of A M O R C .
The statement by the Editor o f the Theosophical Magazine is, therefore, false and misleading so far as
we are able to determine. W e cannot conceive o f the Freemasonic organization having any reason, let alone
any right, to condemn another organization that is in no way connected with it, and which does not trans'
gress its high principles and privileges. W e have thousands of Freemasons in good standing in our organization,
and many of these are important characters in Freemasonry, and we have no quarrel with that organization, nor
have we ever heard of any quarrel on its part that had any bearing upon us, or any other organization. The
whole thing is inconceivable except as a deliberate falsehood. It is typical o f the misstatements that have
appeared in print and in letters authorized by some persons associated with the Theosophical Society, and is
not typical of the spirit of the Theosophical organization at all.
In order to determine whether we are mistaken in our statements in this regard, we hereby offer $100.00
in cash for each and every different letter or printed statement in its entirety, condemning A M O R C and
issued by an official of Freemasonry as an official communication, and not a personal opinion privately stated,
or issued by the Masonic organization in whole or in part as an official Masonic communication. The money
will be paid to those who send such different clippings or letters, the first of each kind being received will be
accepted without discrimination as to the sender, and all such clippings, letters, or communications as may
come under the above class are to be sent to the “ Manager of the Better Business Bureau, of San Jose, Cali'
fornia” which bureau will receive these communications, and keep record of their receipt, and assist us in
determining who shall receive the one hundred dollar remittances. The manager and officers of the Better
Business Bureau are in nowise connected with the A M O R C , nor related to any of the officials of the A M O R C ,
and will act wholly as unbiased participants in this matter. The terms and conditions of this offer end on the
first day of February, 1933, and the result of this announcement will be published in our March issue sent
out during the middle o f February.
This is the only fair and straightforward method that we know of to meet this whispering campaign of
falsehood and malicious attacks on our organization, and we feel sure that every member will cooperate with
us in determining whether such attacks should continue, or be brought to an end.
NOVEM BER 26, 1932.
(Signed) R. M . LEWIS,
Supreme Secretary.
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The Magic of the American Indians
SO M E T R U T H S A B O U T T H E W I T C H E R Y O F T H E I N D I A N
M E D IC IN E M E N
By X.
V

N SPIT E of all that
has been written in
a scientific way or
in a learned way
by those who have
p re te n d e d to be
capable of investigating
the
stra n g e life and
works o f the old
In d ia n medicine
men, t he real
truths about what
they k n ew and
what they accomplished have seldom
appeared in print. I imagine that this
is due to the fact that most of the inves
tigators who approached the subject did
so with a biased and prejudiced mind,
and the Indians who knew anything
worthwhile regarding the ancient medi
cine men keenly sensed this prejudice
and bias, and therefore had little to say;
and secondly, there are very few of the
present-day American Indians who are
sufficiently informed to deal intelli
gently with this subject.
I am not only the descendant of a
very well known and very successful
Indian medicine man, but my father was
trained by his father to succeed him, and
I in turn was given much of this train
ing in my youth before I went to the
modern schools and institutions of the
Four hundred, forty-seven
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white man. I am happy to say that
while my modern education in the white
man's schools has altered my opinion of
many of the unsound beliefs of the un
educated Indians, on the other hand I
have not allowed the beliefs and preju
dices o f white man’s sciences to rob me
of the convictions that became mine as
I entered into the early stages of train
ing under my father’s direction. I be
lieved then that what he told me was the
truth as he believed it, and I believed
then that the things he demonstrated to
me were performed and done in the
manner in which he said they were done,
and I have found nothing in my more
recent education to warrant me in cast
ing those convictions aside and adopting
in their place the theory and hypothesis
of the white man who could not have in
his system nor receive through his means
of education some of the knowledge and
inner understanding possessed by those
learned men who were made medicine
men of their tribes.
In the first place, we must recognize
the fact that the medicine man in each
tribe, or in each encampment o f a tribe,
was a highly learned man in more than
medicine. In fact, the word medicine as
applied to this unusual character had a
much broader meaning than is inti
mated by the term in its modern use.
W hile it is true that he was called upon

to heal diseases and to perform surgical
operations, all o f these diseases and
operations were not of the flesh and
bone, but of the mind and spirit as well,
He was just as often called upon to use
his great knowledge, wisdom, discretion,
and judgment in the cure of a moral,
ethical, political, scientific, or religious
error as one of the flesh and bone. For
this reason more correctly should the
medicine man be associated with the
Therapeutae of ancient times and o f the
Orient who were more than healers o f
mere physical ills. They were mystics
highly trained, as were the Magi of the
East who in fact were associates of their
own mystic schools. Without intending
to touch upon a subject that will unduly
quicken and awaken your interest in
something that I cannot deal with at the
present moment I wish to say, in passing, that the American Indian medicine
man brought out of the secret schools of
lands into the W estern
\Vorld all of the mystical traditions and
Divine wisdom that was possessed by
those great masters of Christian and
Pre"Christian times.
The preparation of a medicine man
was long and tedious. It began before
his birth as is the case with practically
every adept and master of the Orient,
Only a man and wife well-trained intellectually and spiritually, and prepared in every sense to educate and
raise such a child, were permitted to
anticipate and look forward to the birth
o f a child that would become a suecessor to any medicine man’s career,
During the pre-natal period every device and method known to the parents
and to the leaders of the tribe were
used to focus upon the unborn child
the Cosmic powers and wisdom which
it would have to have in addition to
the inherited knowledge of the parents
to be not only the ideal but the most
successful medicine man. In many cases
the conception o f the child was espedally propitious, and selected for a
time when every astral influence of the
heavenly spheres would look with
The
favor upon the planting of the seed. It
n
. i s no wonder, then, that the maturing
Kostcructan q{ the seed and the birth of the child
t&es*
was looked upon as a mystical process,
] anuary
and celebrated with considerable cere1933
mony, much of a secret nature. The

reason for the secrecy is to be found
in the psychology, and shall I be permitted to say, the technique, of the
work accomplished by the medicine
man later in life.
Jn the fjrst place, the members of the
tribe had to look upon their respective
medicine man, or men, as the case
might be, with austerity, great reverence, and extreme honor. They had to
be differently conceived, born, and educated than the other children of the
tribe to warrant such honor and respect,
I may say that the faith of the men and
women of the Indian tribes played an
important part in the response to the
medicine man’s practices, but their work
was not wholly dependent upon the
faith or blind superstitious beliefs as
many writers have intimated. I am sure
that every Rosicrucian will understand
what I mean by this, while others will
probably seize hold of this one idea I
have expressed and elaborate upon it
until there is nothing left of my contention but the foundation o f faith. Let
those who are so obsessed with their
own convictions follow such a trail of
thought; it will lead them nowhere, and
for the rest of us there are the facts
long-established in history, and there
will be no change o f truth by their
foolish belief in this regard,
N ow in order that the medicine man
might be duly and properly honored
and respected, and looked upon as a
unique being, his entire life had to be
spent in an attitude o f aloofness and
superiority, and this had to begin at
the very time o f his birth, or prior, and
had to be an important element in his
early training and education, acting as
a veil to shield him from the intimate
glances and contacts of others,
Unquestionably, Cosmic Illumination,
and the accompanying practice in the
development o f the inner intuition were
responsible for much of the knowledge
which each successful medicine man
acquired. The fact that these medicine
men of the different tribes recognized
each other by certain signs and were
able to hold intertribal conferences and
consultations even when the chiefs of
their tribes were at enmity speaks
volumes for the existence of an unknown element of brotherhood that is
worthy of more elaboration than I can
Four hundred forty-eight

give it here. It was found that although
these various tribes and their respec
tive medicine men had no means of
keeping abreast with European or even
with later scientific and academic
accomplishments and revelations, their
medicine men were found to be wellinformed in regard to many matters
which science later discovered through
its own laborious processes. In treat
ing the work o f these medicine men as
an institutional system w e can see that
each generation o f them, and each
period of their activities presents to us
a more highly illumined and scientifi
cally informed worker than those who
preceded him.
The knowledge and wisdom o f the
medicine man included not merely a
great familiarity with all herbs and
their potential therapeutic qualities, and
their hygienic and prophylactic qualities,
but they had to know as much as
could be learned Cosmically, intuitively
through observation, discussion, analy
sis, and study of the universe, the cos
mogony, the movement o f the planets,
and their effects, the tides, the winds,
the seasons, and even the causes of
earthquakes, storms, cyclones, the com
ing of swarms o f insects, pestilence,
diseases, etc. Even today in southern
Florida the white man has learned that
the prediction of the remnant of the
American Indians living there regard
ing the great cyclones, or coming of
swarms of insects, is to be depended
upon even though their predictions are
made long before there is any other socalled scientific warrant for such pre
dictions. They also had to be familiar
with music, the law of rhythm and har
mony, and the use o f vowel sounds in
songs, chants, and incantations. They
had to know the effect o f sound, light,
heat, and color upon every living thing,
and upon the human system, especially
the inner, emotional system o f man.
They had to be familiar with tribal
laws, governmental laws when they
began to affect the standing of the In
dian, and the laws and customs and
habits of the animal and plant world.
They had to understand the problems
o f engineering, structural building, the
relationship of colors, their form in
design, and many other similar sub
jects. They had to be familiar with the
Four hundred [orty-nine

interior as well as the exterior o f man’s
body in a sense that is even astonish
ing in these days to men who are
trained in white man’s schools. W hile
the elements o f histology, pathology,
physiology, and anatomy, as well as
the cause o f disease and its periods of
development and cure, were not known
to them under these names and terms,
nevertheless, they understood them
well.
All o f the foregoing knowledge they
had to be able to use quickly, ration
ally, and often with dramatic gesture
in order to properly impress, astonish,
and affect both the mind and the body
of those who had faith in them. But
more than all this the medicine man had
to be able to be a real master of his
own being. Illness never dared come
into his own body, nor did he ever
dare to show any trace of emotion, any
effect o f pain, torture, suffering, nor the
least degree o f sorrow or excitement,
surprise, or disdain. W hile it is true
that the chiefs o f the tribes were also
selected and prepared for their position
in which they must be able to stand
great endurance, and control their emo
tions and reveal nothing by any ex
pression that might come to their faces
and in many other ways be remarkable
masters of themselves, nevertheless, the
medicine man was surrounded with
such an exceptional degree o f mystery
and so closely associated with a spir
itual superiority that he was indeed a
statue upon a pedestal and this pedes
tal he had to maintain as solid and
permanent as o f rock.
In regard to the early training o f
such a man I will recite a few inci
dents of my earliest days of prepara
tion. I was taken when only three
years o f age away from observation
into the wilderness, and there my father
would fasten me to the trunk of a tall
tree so that my face was toward the
glaring sunlight. For an hour or more
he would demand that I stare toward
a distant object and keep my gaze fixed
upon it without blinking a single eyelid,
or without moving a single muscle of
my body, and with a position as rigid
as that o f a stick. Then for periods o f
ten minutes or more, as I would now
judge the time, he would demand that
I turn my eyes upward toward the

glaring sunlight and gaze into its bril
liancy without closing or winking my
eyes for a single moment. The heat of
the sun must not even cause me the
least sensation. In the coldness of
winter I was taken out into the snows
and there naked made to stand as still
and lifeless with the cold winds blow
ing around me, and the low tempera
ture and ice cutting at my very bones,
without a change of position, or the
least expression of suffering, for periods
that must have been half an hour, or
more. I had to bathe in the coldest of
icy waters, and in the hottest of waters.
I had to permit insects to crawl in
sidiously, never-torturingly over my
nose, my forehead, my cheeks, the nape
of my neck, or other tender spots
without any twitching, without any ex
pression in my eyes, or movement of
my lips, or hands, that would indicate
that I even felt what sometimes used
to be worse than the cutting of a knife
as far as my nerves and sensitive skin
were concerned. I would have to lie
down in the tall grass and remain
motionless for long periods of half a
day while my father, and sometimes
my mother, would watch me to see that
not a single blade of grass touching my
body made any other motion except
that which was in harmony with the
swaying of the other blades of the tall
grass moved by the gentle winds, if
there was any wind at all. I had to
crawl out on long branches of trees
and lie flat and motionless in the most
uncomfortable and delicately-balanced
position for long periods without move
ment, and without causing the branches
of the trees to sway. The test in this
case was to lie so quietly for so long a
time that birds easily frightened by our
presence would think that my body
was lifeless, and that the tree was un
occupied, and would come to the tree
and sit upon the branches close to my
body, while my father or mother would
lie motionless in the grass nearby and
watch.

father and mother would watch my
reaction to see whether I would awaken
from the noise and yet control my eye
lids and not open them nor move a
finger or foot to intimate that I was
alive or even sensed the sound and yet
I had to be conscious through partly
opened eyelids of every move my
mother would make so that I could
make an accurate report to them. I had
to learn to watch and observe in the
darkest of moonless nights and within
the darkest enclosures. I had to learn
the various signal codes that were used
by the burning of fire, the sending forth
of streams o f smoke, the imitation of
the sounds of birds, the imitation of
winds, and other sounds by which
signals or messages might be conveyed
short distances or long distances. I had
to go on long fast periods to prepare
myself for such a test in the future
should an emergency arise. I had to
learn how to eat all kinds of food and
derive sustenance from them. I had to
learn how to hunt for something that
was nourishing in every conceivable
kind of vegetation, and I had to learn
how to hunt, swim, fish, and learn to
prepare animal food in any manner,
how to make clothing for myself out of
skins of animals, how to weave, and
how to protect myself if I needed pro
tection.

As I grew older I was taught to be
ready and prepared for shocks, sur
prises, and unexpected things. In the
middle o f the night noises would be
produced suddenly in our sleeping place
like the shots of a gun, or the explo
sion of some terrific powder, and my

The study of the diseases of the hu
man body came next, and it was at this
point that my preparation as an Indian
medicine man was interrupted, and I
went off to the white man’s school to
study his ways and to learn not only
what he knew, but mostly what he did
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Then came the study of the herbs
and their extracts, and the manner of
deriving from living plants that peculiar
electric chemical that is their very vital
ity, and which is lost in the ordinary
process of extracting the essence of
herbs and plants in modern medical
systems. Not until recent years when
the eminent Rosicrucian in Italy dis
covered a way to extract the “ electric
essence” in liquid form from certain
plants and preserve this in a tasteless,
colorless form for the cure of various
physical ailments did any white man
ever equal the accomplishments of In
dian medicine men in this regard.
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not know. Then came the passing
of my father, an old man living under
special protection o f the American
Government, and the abrupt ending for
all time of my preparation in the high
art and mystical practices o f my forbearers.
But I know that in the curing o f dis
eases as I watched my father and one
or two others work, the mysterious
passes they made with their hands, and
the peculiar antiquated motions o f their
dances, the swaying o f their bodies,
and the rhythmic movements which
seemed to fascinate those who were ill
and quite satisfy those who were con
cerned about the welfare of the pa
tients, were not superstitious things de
rived from pagan beliefs and trans
mitted in total ignorance from ancient
lands to their people, but truly scien
tific laws being practiced co-jointly with
other scientific principles often unob
served by those who thought they were
watching and discovering the real
methods o f the Indian medicine man.
I have seen them lean over and place
their lips upon the lips of a person suf
fering with a contagious disease or
whose condition was advanced to the
last stages, and as though kissing him
bring sudden vitality into his body.
I have been amused at the comments
of white men who have observed this
or heard of it who have laughingly
said, "H ow could the Indian medicine
man’s kiss be efficacious in the cure of
a disease?” But they did not know that
it was not a kiss, but the breathing of
the Indian medicine man’s vitality and
a certain magnetical condition of the
breath into the lungs and body of the
patient that was bringing about a
change. N or could they observe how
the medicine man at the same time as he
breathed this vital power into the body
of the sick one also held his fingers
upon a certain part of the spine or at
a certain point on the arm where con
tact would be made with certain nerves.
Nor did the white man observer be
come aware of the fact that in the
chant which preceded this part of the
treatment certain vowel sounds had
been accented or used almost exclu
sively for the sake of influencing cer
tain centers of the nervous system.
There were many and various things
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used by the medicine man which neither
the patient nor his closest friends in
contact with him during the treatment
would observe or understand. It was
the medicine man’s business to see that
they did not observe. The medicine
man was not supposed to place any
dependence or faith in material things,
and yet he knew only too well the need
of these material things in many cases.
He was supposed to have performed all
of his cures like he solved all of the in
tellectual riddles that came to him by
the power of his magic mind, and by
no other power. Had he reduced his
system to a purely pharmaceutical
method, he would have become in their
minds the mere peddler o f medicines,
or the pioneer of the modern drugstore
clerk. This would have robbed him not
only of their austerity and reverence,
but of ninety per cent o f his power to
heal, and to guide and direct them.
It must be apparent to every rationalthinking person that even in these days
of modern medicine, with which I am
thoroughly familiar, that physician is
greatest and most successful in his
work who anticipates and meets the
desires and expectations of his patients.
If the patient is thoroughly convinced
that his cure can come about only
through the use of tonics or bitter
medicines, it behooves the physician to
cater to this anticipation, and he will
frustrate the very effectiveness of his
ability if he attempts to cure the body
of its disease and mind o f its illusions
at the same time. If the patient is dis
dainful o f medicine or tonics, or even
o f herbal extracts, the wise physician is
he who applies either metaphysical or
natural methods relying solely upon
nature’s forces outside of those that are
found in plant life or mineral life. It is
not a matter of cheating or deceiving
or fostering the false illusions and be
liefs of the human mind, but it is a
matter of securing the cooperation of
the greatest healing factor there is in
the world, the mental attitude o f the
patient himself. In that in which the
patient has most faith and to which he
will, therefore, give complete submis
sion and cooperation lies the greatest
power for good when it comes to the
material healing of the physical body.
Since such faith and beliefs are of the

objective outer man they are, there
fore, closely related to the nature and
manifestation of the disease, and dis
ease itself is of the outer man in its
ultimate manifestation.
In another article sometime in the
future I will deal with other phases of
the Indian medicine man’s magic for I
believe this subject should be well un
derstood by all o f the thinking men
and women of North America who are
the political and national descendants
of the early races of this continent. It
may seem strange to say it, but it is,
nevertheless, true that the American
people know less about the early
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founders and the fathers o f the Ameri
can races of people than do many of
the orientals and those living in Eu
rope. Perhaps the Americans are too
close to the subject, and accept too
much as a matter of fact, and un
doubtedly they have been too greatly
misled by popular story books and
plays dealing with the American In
dian. W hatever may be the cause it is
certain that it is time that a change be
made, and that the real facts about the
life of the American Indians, and espe
cially those who were their leaders and
guides, should be known in a more
positive, and authentic manner.
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ANCIENT SYMBOLISM
V
Man, when conscious o f an eternal truth, has ever symbolized it so that the human con '
sciousness could forever have realization of it. Nations, languages and customs have changed, but
these ancient designs continue to illuminate mankind with their mystic light. For those who are
seeking light, each month we will reproduce a symbol with its ancient meaning.

THE A LL-SEEIN G EYE. In modern times the

Eye may be used to represent the eye of
The Supreme Architect of the Universe, but
this is a limitation of the interpretation
which the mystics of old and of today give
this very ancient symbol.
To them the Eye is symbolical of sight,
but especially of that clear sight which gives
realization. When the Eye was adopted as the symbol of the Supreme
Ruler of the Universe, it was intended to typify the all-conscious, or
ever-conscious mind of God which sees all, ana therefore knows all.
In this sense the Eye came to be the symbol of Divine Consciousness
or Cosmic Consciousness (called by some modern mystics, the universal
consciousness).
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Therefore this Eye is said to rule over the Sun and the Moon, the
Comets and the Stars, and likewise the heart of man; not that these
obey (by volition) the ever watchful eye, as child obeys the parent in
fear of the watchful eyes, but all nature manifests according to the
divine scheme conceived in the mind of God and all such manifesta
tions are ever the same, ever true to principle,
because the Eye of Divine Consciousness directs
®
the operations of all Cosmic laws.

a
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Attaining New Individualism
B y F r a t e r H a r r y L. S h i b l e y , F .R .C .
V
HE newspapers of
G r e a t B r it a in ,
parts o f Europe,
and America, have
been greatly in
terested in an in
terview r e c e n tly
granted by Hugh
W alpole, the emi
nent British nov
elist, in which he
has made a num
ber of statements
that appeal to the
great writers and thinkers o f the W est
ern W orld as highly illuminating and
highly prophetic.
As we read the statements made by
Mr. W alpole, we are constantly re
minded o f the fact that these same
statements were made by the Imperator
of our Order over a year ago when he
sat at a little table on the upper deck
o f an ocean liner crossing the Atlantic,
and wrote the manuscript for that pam
phlet known as, “ 1932 and You. The
statements contained in that pamphlet
were based on the statements made to
the Imperator by various Rosicrucian
masters in Europe who have for many
years kept careful charts and diagrams
of the cycles o f progression o f the hu
man races in various parts of the world,
and especially o f those people of the
Western W orld that will constitute the
new generation and the new races
of man.
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It is interesting to find that Mr.
Walpole, from his independent source
of research and investigation, has come
to many conclusions similar to those set
forth in “ 1932 and You,” as Cosmic
decrees. For instance, Mr. W alpole
made the following statements:
“ America will move into a new stage,
taking everything with her to a new, a
higher plane. The old aims o f material
success will no longer be sharply di
vided . . . People must realize some
thing is behind their general movement,
and I believe in some kind of directing
force behind the universe. That is not
a hopeless thing at all, even scientists
agree. History shows us that always
when civilization gets very materialistic,
it crashes. Perhaps this is just a coin
cidence, but, nevertheless, it is a fact.
The same with nations and private
individuals.”
Mr. W alpole toured America as a
lecturer, and had the opportunity to
contact the modern ideas of this coun
try and compare them with the modern
ideas o f his own country, and he has
arrived at various conclusions which
convince him that a new generation o f
thinking men and women will rise up
out of the present conditions both here
and in Europe, and that this new gen
eration with a new view-point of life,
and with new ideals and new tend
encies, will become the saving race of
the world. He advocates that men and
women will fully adjust themselves to
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the changing conditions and find oppor
tunity daily for meditation, self-analy
sis, and the adjustment to general con
ditions within them and around them.
He urges that men and women get
used to this modern world, and modern
times, and modern ideas, rather than
making a fuss about it, and becoming
restless. He warns us that the new
generation o f young people will carry
on with modernism and with newer
ideas, regardless of all o f the fuss and
criticism that the older folks may make,
and that it is up to the older folks to
change their view-point rather than
attempt to change the view-point o f the
new generation.
Mr. W alpole is enthusiastic in rec
ommending the return o f the contem
plative life. He says that persons need
not go into monasteries to achieve it,
but that they can sit down in the midst
of the modem hustle and bustle of our
present day life, and find absolute quiet
and tranquillity, and at the same time
an opportunity to develop the new in
dividualism that has already taken deep
root in the consciousness o f the younger
people, and which will constitute the
law o f life with the new generations.
Unquestionably the high speed at
which the younger people are living to
day will soon lose its fascination for
them, and they will in turn adopt a
more moderate speed of living inter
spersed with periods o f contemplation
and rest. The new generation will have
attained the saturation point in the
lives o f its individuals before the age of
thirty, as far as modern speed and ex
treme action is concerned. In other
words, by the time the new individuals
of the new generation have reached the
age of thirty they will have drunk
deeply and fully from the cup of life,
and then they will be ready to look
upon the remainder of their lives phi
losophically, tranquilly, and with proper
evaluation o f all elements. In this re
gard they will be in advance o f the
older persons who were forced to lead
The
a slower life during the early part of
d
•
• their childhood, and who could begin to
o tcructan jncju]ge jn the speed of life only after
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their thirtieth year. This robbed the
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older people o f the time as well as the
incentive for contemplation, meditation,
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and tranquillity which they should have
indulged in and enjoyed during the
greatest creative periods of their lives
from thirty to fifty years.
If Mr. W alpole from mere casual ob
servances while traveling in this coun
try could discover these important facts,
how really great they must be and how
important it is for us in the Western
W orld to discover them for ourselves
and take advantage of them. Life does
move in cycles, not all o f a hundred
years as Mr. W alpole guesses, but of
various lengths o f time, and the world
today has reached a crucial point in
many o f the concurrent cycles. Out of
the restlessness that is always to be
found at the close o f these cycles must
come the beginning o f new cycles with
new ideas, new opportunities, and new
rules o f life. But these new opportu
nities are not limited to the younger
people o f the new generation, but to
the older folks, too, who will adjust
themselves to what is being brought
about by the younger people.
The development of new individual
ism or the development of the self-ex
pression and mastership is the highest
work and effort of human beings. It
should be the aim and ambition of every
progressive individual, whether young
or old, to develop the personal indi
vidualism of the inner self to the highest
degree of expression and performance.
It is not a matter o f individual versus
individual, nor even of the rise and
dominance of super-individualities. It is
a matter o f collective and unified de
velopment of all individuals upon the
basis o f higher individual expression.
The Rosicrucian Order with its
unique teachings has always been a
leader in the promulgation o f this idea,
and we are glad to see that the pro
phecies and statements made by the
Masters in Europe as set forth in the
pamphlet issued by us last year are
now being verified by the observations
and studies of thinking men and women
in various parts of the world. It is
merely another illustration o f how the
Rosicrucian method of analysis and
universal direction of human effort is
sustained and supported by the revela
tion of acts in individual and na
tional life.
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T h e "C a th ed ral o f the S ou l” is a Cosmic meeting place for all minds of
the most advanced and highly developed spiritual members and workers of
the Rosicrucian Fraternity. It is a focal point o f Cosmic radiations and
thought w aves from which radiate vibrations of health, peace, happiness,
and inner awakening. V arious periods of the day are set aside when many
thousands of minds are attuned with the Cathedral of the Soul, and others
attuning with the Cathedral at this time will receive the benefit of the vibraions. T h o se w h o are not members o f the organization m ay share in this
unusual benefit as well as those w ho are members. T h e book called "Liber
7 7 7 " describes the periods for various contacts with the Cathedral. Copies
will be sent to persons w ho are not members by addressing their request for
this book to librarian S . P .C ., care o f A M O R C T em ple, San Jose, California,
enclosing three cents in postage stamps. (P lease state whether m em ber or
not— this is important.)

\
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sons the Cathedral is explained and a
copy of “ Liber 777” is given so that
each o f them may be united with us in
our contact periods and each derive the
benefit of appealing directly to the Ca
thedral for the things he requires. This
is having two definite and very import
ant results. First, the needy are receiv
ing wonderful benefits, thus bringing
them many forms of relief, and sec
ondly, the needy are being taught the
value o f attempting to help themselves
by appealing directly to the Cosmic
rather than casting their burdens and
desires upon the shoulders o f others and
asking them to do for them what they
should do for themselves.
Our mail is filled with reports from
persons showing that while not members

i

E FIN D that the
work o f the Ca
thedral o f the Soul
is sp rea d in g into
various forms o f
a p p lica tio n and
benefit not origi
n a lly anticipated
by us but now
very definitely en
dorsed by every
department o f our
organization.
W e fin d that
our members are recommending the Ca
thedral o f the Soul contact periods to the
many hundreds of persons they meet
daily who are seeking mental, physical,
moral, and financial relief. T o these per-
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of our organization, they are in sym
pathy with the work we are doing and
have derived wonderful benefits from
the Cathedral periods. For this reason
we suggest that this work be spread as
generally as possible and that whenever
anyone appeals to us as a member of
our organization for any help or you see
an opportunity o f helping someone, give
them a copy of “ Liber 777” and point
out to them the fact that the great portal
of the Cosmic is open to them as well as
to the members of our organization and
that they can make their appeals directly
to the Cosmic through the Cathedral
instead o f through some other human
here on earth.
This is certainly a wonderful develop
ment of the original Cathedral idea and
it brings us great joy and happiness to
have one of our departments serve so
many thousands of persons in these try
ing times.
The W ork Among Children
The next important development of
the Cathedral has been the use o f its
periods for parents and friends of chil
dren who are working with children in
the guidance of their proper spiritual
and moral development. Parents and
friends are teaching children between
the ages of six and sixteen to use the
Cathedral periods for their own benefit
in their various requirements and for
prayer and spiritual unfoldment. If you
have children in your home it would be
well indeed for you to let them use your
sanctum to make at least one contact
with the Cathedral each day, thereby
teaching them the value of the uplifted
consciousness and the privilege o f holy
communion by attunement with the Ca
thedral and the Cosmic. Let them take
their little trials and tribulations, their
problems and desires into the sanctum
and seek inspiration and guidance there.
This will be teaching them a funda
mental custom and habit of life that will
be of the utmost value to them as time
passes on.
W ork of the Junior Rosicrucians
The
Rosicrucian
Masters of Lodges and Chapters who
Digest
desire to participate in this work, will
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receive the special information prepared
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for this purpose, by writing to the

General Secretary o f the Junior Rosi
crucian Order.
Parents who wish their children to
join one of the Junior Lodges, may take
them to one o f the Lodges mentioned
below at the regular meeting time. Or
they may communicate with the Master
or Secretary for more information.
Junior Lodges are being contemplated
in several other places. There may be a
group starting near you. W rite to the
Secretary for this information, and the
report of Junior W ork for 1932.
Junior W ork in the Home
Parents with young children, or those
too far from Junior Lodges, are trying
various methods to interest their chil
dren in the Rosicrucian way of life. W e
have the co-operation of 24 homes,
representing over 36 children, in pre
paring material for this purpose. W e
want at least 100 active research
workers on this problem of preparing
suitable literature for the home. Send
in your ideas, when you write for in
formation.
★ * ★
Hermes Lodge— E. E. ChafFey, F. R.
C., Master; A M O R C Egyptian Temple,
672 Lafayette Park Place, Los Angeles,
Calif. Junior meeting of “ Light Bearers,”
every Sunday morning at 10:30 a.m.
Francis Bacon Lodge— William Ballam, Master; A M O R C Temple, 1665
Polk St., San Francisco, Calif. Junior
meetings first and third Sundays of each
month at 6:30 p.m.
Oakland Chapter—Secretary, Gertrude
Platt, 2309 E. 22nd St., Oakland, Calif.
Junior meetings on first and third Sun
day evenings o f each month at 7:00 p.m.
(T ri-L Club meets at 1419 Harrison St.,
Oakland.)
Seattle Chapter — A. C. Runte,
Master; 301 Haight Bldg., Seattle,
Washington. Junior meetings of “ Gizeh
Lodge,” every Sunday afternoon, 3 p.m.
Victoria Lodge — C. A. Phillips,
Master; The Bourne, Shore Road, V ic
toria, British Columbia, Canada.
Toronto Lodge — B. F. Wakelin,
Junior Leader, 1279 Dufferin St., T o 
ronto, Ontario, Canada.
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New York— Secretary, Paul E. Sangals, 170-11, 88th Ave., Jamaica, N ew
York.

Junior Groups Under Consideration
San Diego Chapter— Sam W . Saun
ders, Master; 3720 Crestwood Place,
San Diego, Calif.

British W est Indies — Secretary o f
Junior Groups, Joseph Alexander, P. O.
Box 16, Kingstown, St. Vincent, B .W .I.

San Bernardino— M. O. Phetteplace,
Secretary; 308 D St., San Bernardino,
Calif.

Dutch East Indies— Secretary, Mrs.
M. C. Leydel, F. R. C., Karanglempel,
10 Semarang, Java, D. E. I.
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The Universal Law of Triunity
By

Frater

G. N .

EE, John, here’s a
notice
in the
paper o f the death
o f old Mrs. Spikens. And n o w
we're b o u n d to
hear of two more
deaths o f persons
we know.”
"W h a t makes
you s a y t h a t ,
Hazel?”
“ Because it’s an
old saying, and a
true one, that when anyone we know,
dies, there will always be two more
we know die within a very short
dme. I have never known it to fail.
People always die in three’s. Just wait
and see.”
Hazel, o f course, was referring to
transition and, whether or not she was
right concerning the triunity o f tran
sition, is entirely outside the scope of
this short article. Hazel did, however,
in her own crude way, express a great
truth o f which she was little aware—
that o f the triunity of all physical
manifestation. Perhaps if we consider
a few common objects with which we
are all more or less familiar, without
in any way attempting to classify them,
in fact, if we take these objects at
random, the wonderful truth of this
principle will become evident even to
a skeptic.
Let us consider first, then, an or
dinary book. A book— any book—
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consists o f three essentials, and of
three essentials only: First and fore
most, it must have pages; for the ob
vious reason that nobody ever heard
o f a book without pages. Such a
creation does not, and cannot exist.
Next, it is necessary, in some manner,
to bind these pages together; in fact,
our ensemble would not be a book un
less the pages which comprise it ARE
bound together. And, lastly, to com
plete this thing called a book, we
need covers.
The objection might
here be raised that the covers may be
entirely removed from a book but that _
it would, nevertheless, still remain a
book. True, but in that event, the
first and last pages would then con
stitute the cover. Since a book would
have a very short life indeed without
substantial protection, covers are used
for that purpose. A book, then, con
sists o f pages, binding, and covers—
expressing the law of the triunity of
manifestation.
Such a lowly object as a common
chair admirably fulfills this same uni
versal law, for, as silly as it may
seem, a chair M U S T have legs on
which to stand. Whether it has three,
four, or a dozen legs, and whether
or not the legs have rockers attached
to their bottoms, does not affect the
triunity o f the chair. Paraphrasing
Ellis Parker Butler, "Legs is Legs.”
Then, too, we wouldn’t give much for
a chair without a seat. And a chair
without a back is simply unthinkable
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— in fact, a number of legs and a seat
without a back is not a chair at all
but a stool. So, in this case, in order
to have a chair we must, of neces
sity, have legs, a seat, and a back.
Our Law of Three, our Triunity of
Manifestation, is again demonstrated.

seeds, flowers, etc., but all of these
supplementary additions, while vital to
the proper evolution, maturity, and
propagation o f the tree, are, never
theless, not as essential to the physi
cal manifestation of the tree as are its
trunk, its branches, and its leaves.

Even most religious doctrines obey
this law of triunity. For instance.
Catholic theology teaches that, in the
hereafter, there is a heaven, a hell,
and a purgatory; while most Christian
theology, including the Catholic, be
lieves in, and pays homage to, a
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. And
our beloved Rosicrudanism, although
not a religion, does not escape this
Law of Three; for it may conveniently
be divided into three principal Grades
or Classes: the Neophyte, the Postu
lant, and the Illuminati.

Music, regardlesg o f how or in what
manner rendered, must manifest as
sound, rhythm, and melody; an ab
sence of any one of these three would
mean that we would not have music.
Musical instruments, on the other
hand, fall into three classes, and into
only three classes. They are percus
sion, wind, and string.

Human existence, whether on the
physical or Spiritual plane, likewise
obeys the Law of Three in that it
consists of birth, life, and transition.
And, while on the physical plane, a
perfect triunity is no better or more
fully represented than in the human
relations of male, female, and offspring.
Your breakfast in the morning is fol
lowed by a lunch (or dinner) at mid
day and a dinner (or supper) at night.
Again the Law of Three. The food
you eat during the day goes into your
body, but your body is only one of
three general classifications o f man’s
physical entity; the other two being
his limbs and his head.
Our calendar, too, obeys the Law;
for a year is divided into months,
weeks, and days; while a day is di
vided into hours, minutes, and sec
onds.
If, during your vacation you in
tend to travel, you could do so in one
or more of only three ways— you
could travel by land, by sea, or by air.
You could travel in no other way.
In front of your home there is,
perhaps, a beautiful tree. That tree
obeys the law of the triunity of mani
festation just as surely as does the
The
book or the chair or any abstraction
Rosicrucian
we have so far considered. For a
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tree consists of a trunk, branches, and
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leaves. It consists o f other things,
too, such as roots, sap, bark, twigs,
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Then, too, any conceivable color or
shade o f color may be reproduced by
the proper mixing o f but three pri
mary ingredients: red, yellow, and
blue.
If you wish to communicate with
another, there are but three ways in
which such communication is possible:
by speech, by writing, and by signs.
A magnet, whether permanent or
electro-, in order to be a magnet, must
have a positive pole, a negative pole,
and lines of force, while all matter
that comes within the knowledge of
the human senses, has length, breadth,
and thickness and there are but three
kinds of matter: solids, liquids, and
gasses.
Vacuum tubes, as used in your
radio, were not always the almost per
fect instrument they now are. A t one
time they consisted merely of a fila
ment and a plate. Dr. Lee Deforest
added a third element, or grid, and,
although probably unaware of the fact
that, in so doing, he was but obeying
the Law o f Three, by that very pro
cess we are indebted to him for our
vacuum tubes of today. Even the
voltages used in the operation of vac
uum tubes are divided into three classi
fications, namely, “ A ,” “ B,” and “ C.”
The above list could be extended
almost indefinitely, but we believe that
we have given a sufficient number of
unrelated instances where the law of
the triunity o f manifestation decidedly
applies to indicate that this great law
applies to everything, every condition,
and every manifestation throughout the
universe.
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Moral Influence of Symbols,
Signs and Mysteries
B y F r t e r S. J. M

H ER E is a skepti
cal a n d material
spirit these days
that repudiates all
RITES, FO RM S,
B A D G E S OF
D IS T IN C T IO N ,
and SYM B O LIC
LANGUAGE.
“ W here is the utility o f t he s e
things?” men are
constantly inquir
ing. T h e r e are
many among us who pretend to see no
reason in ceremonies and decorations
which do not confer an immediate
M A T E R IA L benefit. They do not
seem to know that the spiritual is in
carnated in the M A T E R IA L — that
reason can N E V E R BE D ISEM 
B O D IE D — that truth never makes so
deep an impression as when it is pro
claimed by solemn ceremonies, or
shadowed forth by appropriate repre
sentation, or embodied by art and beau
tiful forms.
Fraternal organizations are often op
posed by many who approve of their
general objects, because o f their instruc
tions and rituals, and they employ dec
orations and solemnities as instruments
by which they may accomplish their
purpose. But this, instead of marring
the beauty of organizations, in our
opinion, surrounds them with additional

arx

attractions. For ourselves, we cannot
find language sufficiently strong to ex
press our deep abhorrence of this un
sanctified spirit, which, could it get it
self elected to the kingship o f the world,
would pluck from the skies the last star,
and from the earth, the last flower— di
vest life of all its embellishment, rob the
universe of its beauty, because that
beauty has no M A T E R IA L utility—
and in a word, dry up the very fountains
of spiritual life!
One o f the very greatest errors o f the
age is the constant employment of the
naked, abstract reason, in all instruction,
whether moral, scientific, or religious;
the reducing all percepts to words, and
the incessant addressing of the under
standing, as if men were not creatures
of imagination and soul, as well as of
spirit and reason. By discarding the
language of symbols, which through the
imagination speaks to the soul, we lose
the most efficient and powerful means
of imparting religious and moral instruc
tion. Mere words never make a lasting
impression on the heart, nor do they
ever stir up profound emotion, unless
they are accompanied by some signifi
cant acts, gestures, or attitudes, on the
part of the speaker, or are wrought up
in a highly metaphorical and symbolical
style. W ords may enlighten the under
standing, but A C T S , CEREM O N IES,
IM AG ES, address the profoundest sentiments of the heart. That faculty which
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we denominate reason, the spirit, whose
appropriate instrument o f utterance is
speech, is not the source o f activity, nor
is it the noblest element in man. It
OBSERVES, D ETERM IN ES, a n d
JUDGES; but its JU D G M E N TS are
generally partial, negative, and selfish;
never does it elevate the soul, nor fill
it with a divine enthusiasm; it creates
no heroes, nor has it ever accomplished
any great thing for humanity! It is the
SOU L which acts, which makes men
brave to face danger, and strong to en
dure fatigue; and the SO U L ’S L A N 
G U A G E is not V ER BAL, but symbolic
and ritual. N ot a man fives but feels,
at times, that language, in its happiest
combinations, is all too weak to express
those burning thoughts which oft stir up
his soul into a very tempest of emotion.
Hence religion, which concerns the soul
intimately, is always in its truest state
associated with a ritual, the more im
posing. sublime, and beautiful the better.
“ I observe,” said J. J. Rousseau, ‘ ‘that,
in modem times, men are swayed chiefly
by force and interest, whereas the an
cients acted and were moved by persua
sion, and by the affections of the soul,
because they did not neglect the lan
guage o f the signs.” . . . Before force
was established, the gods were the
magistrates of the human race,” as in
deed they ought to be now, “before them
all men made their covenants and pro
nounced their promises; and the face of
the earth was the Book where their
records were preserved. Rocks, trees,
piles o f stones, consecrated by their
acts, and rendered respectable to those
rude men, were the leaves o f the book,
open forever to the inspection o f all. The
faith of men ■was more certainly secured
by these dumb witnesses— these gross
yet august monuments o f the sanctity
of contracts, than it is today, b y all the
vain rigor o f the laws.”
It seems to us that this thought is
founded in a true philosophy and is a
result o f a wide and profound study of
the nature of man. It can not be doubted
that the chief reason why the church of
Rome has continued to maintain so
powerful an empire over the conscience
The
Rosicrucian of man is, that she has been true to the
wants of human nature in preserving a
Digest
worship, sublime, symbolical, and poeti
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cal, •which always must and will com
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mand the reverence o f sensible and im

aginative beings. There never was a
government more efficient, more wisely
and justly administered, than that of
Rome in the happier days of the Repub
lic. W ith the Romans all was ceremony,
representation, and show. Garments
were varied according to age and con
dition; heroes were crowned with dia
dems o f gold, or wreathes o f flowers or
leaves; and all this made a deep impres
sion on the heart o f every citizen. On
the other hand, a government must be
weak which lays aside all official dec
orations and public ceremonies, because
in doing this, it refuses to address all
the faculties o f the human soul, and
does not respond to all the desires of
the heart.
Neither could any religious sect ex
tend itself very widely, unless in some
way or other it provided for this want.
N or could the benevolent Order of
Rosicrucians, grand and beautiful as is
its central idea, and excellent as are
confessedly its objects, make any con
siderable progress, or maintain its influ
ences, and efficiency, divested o f its
rites, symbols, and mysteries.
The truest and most expressive and
useful o f teachings has far less of words
than o f A C T IO N . Moral ideas, ex
pressed by signs, have infinitely more
power than when uttered by words.
W hen Alexander the Great applied his
seal to the lips o f his favorite minister,
he enjoined on him secrecy and silence
far more effectually than he could have
done in a long discourse. The priest of
Rome making the sign o f the cross on
the brow o f the new-born child, says
infinitely more than does the Protestant
clergyman in his dedicatory formulary,
let it consist of ever so many W O R D S !
Signs, being the indices o f absolute
truth, often have an influence which, if
we consider it well, will be found to be
quite magical. W e walk, for example,
at midnight along the streets of one of
our large country towns. Before us
stands a store-house, filled with valuable
m e r c h a n d i s e ; its windows are un
guarded, and a fight tap with the end
of a stick will be sufficient to break a
pane o f glass, making an entrance
through which a man may pass with
ease. The doors, it is true, are closed
and locked. N ow, why is it that the
thief, in his predatory excursions, does
not enter there and despoil the slumber-
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The Mystical Development of a Child
L IT T L E J A C K IE M E R K L E D E M O N S T R A T E S H O W E A S IL Y
W E M A Y T R A I N O U R C H IL D R E N

By T

he

1A M SU RE that all
o f ou r m em bers
w ill b e g la d to
know some o f the
facts regarding the
n ew est o f ch ild
w o n d e r s , little
Jackie M e r k l e ,
who is now on his
w a y a c r o s s the
U n ite d S t a t e s
demonstrating in
the theaters o f all
o f the largest and
middle class cities his wonderful psychic
development.
N ot only have I watched lackie
Merkle at work in the theater and have
had our members do so also, especially
in H ollywood where he visited their
homes and went out riding with them to
the seashore, the mountains, and the
valleys, and upset all of the routine
work at the movie studios with his
astonishing performances, but I have
had him in my sanctum for over an hour
for the closest kind o f test and examina
tion and spent part of a Sunday evening
with him in the lobby o f a theater,
watching him when off guard, so to
speak.
Jackie Merkle at present is not quite
five years o f age and what he is doing
now he has been doing more or less
publicly for the past year. He is one of
the most charming, handsome, little felFout hundred sixty-five
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lows of his age that anyone would find
anywhere, and while speaking of his
personal appearance — small, chubby,
light complexioned, and with a head
covered with riotous blond curls, and
large soulful blue eyes— I want to say
that there is something of that high cul
tural development about his make-up
and his soul personality that plainly in
dicates that his psychic development has
reached very deeply. He is a typical
boy in every sense and very playful
even in the midst o f his serious work.
In fact, he does not take his work seri
ously at all, except when on the stage.
He is the son o f a man who is not
very greatly developed in a psychic
sense and who spent most o f his life
time as an acrobat on the vaudeville
stage. Jackie’s mother passed away
when he was very young and the father
trained him physically, intending to take
him into the acrobatic troupe. In fact,
he reached so high a stage o f physical
development in his four years that he
was even trained to box, and such fight
ing men as Jack Dempsey, have put on
gloves with little Jackie and playfully
boxed with him and have expressed
their admiration o f his fine physique.
According to the father's story, he
noticed when Jackie was very small that
there was a very close attunement be
tween himself and the youngster. This
attunement was of a sort of emotional
kind at first and then appeared to be
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even deeper than this. The father took
advantage o f this and trained the boy to
concentrate on his father’s mind so that
they might exchange thoughts. He had
no definite purpose in mind in doing
this, other than to keep the boy close to
him mentally and spiritually during their
proposed trips around the country in
their acrobatic work. The father rightly
judged the value of such attunement in
caring for such a young child without
the assistance of a wife and mother.
As weeks and months passed, how
ever, he found that the boy’s periods of
practice in concentration on his father’s
mind while they would sit in their dress
ing rooms waiting for their call, or
while on the railroad trains, resulted in
the boy’s ability to sense the thoughts
that were passing through the father’s
mind. One day he discovered that just
as he was about to ask Jackie to bring
him his slippers, Jackie spoke up and
said, “ You want your slippers and I will
get them.” Seizing upon this possibility
of mind reading the father proceeded to
practice the sending of definite short
thoughts to the boy and the successful
results were far greater than the law of
averages would account for on the basis
of guessing or pure intuitional reason
ing. Then began a year’s intensive prac
tice of thought transmission on the part
o f the father, and thought reading on
the part of the little boy.
W e must take into consideration that
the boy was too young to read or write
and had no schooling of the ordinary
kind whatever. Even at the present
time Jackie is unable to read in writing
any of the words that he so easily and
glibly pronounces in his demonstrations.
I have noticed that even when he is off
guard in his playful moments his own
name written on a piece o f paper, or
printed on some card does not even
attract his attention and he does not
even recognize it.
The stage of development is finally
reached where every definite thought
that the father holds in his mind for a
fraction of a second is instantly im
pressed upon the child’s mind and the
The
child
is fully conscious of it.
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The father had admitted to me that
D igest
the one big problem he still has to con
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tend with, and which was his great
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problem in the early stages of the de

velopment, is that of the tendency on
the part o f the boy to guess at some
things. As he described this problem to
me I was reminded instantly of the same
condition that confronts our members in
their psychological experiments. As an
example o f this tendency to guess, let
me cite this instance. W h en I asked the
father to ask Jackie where my wife was
for the afternoon, he instantly replied,
“ At the San Jose W om an ’s Club.”
W hen the father asked him what she
was doing there, he instantly replied
without waiting for a moment of con
centration, “ Playing bridge.” N ow this
was purely a guess on Jackie’s part and
was not correct at all, for Mrs. Lewis
was giving a lecture that afternoon on
the subject of art before the art section
of the Club. After a second question in
this regard he stated correctly what she
was doing except that he said she was
“ preaching” to the class of women.
He has heard so often in his travels
and in the questions and answers pass
ing between him and his father that
women go to women’s clubs to play
bridge that he merely assumed and
guessed that that was what every
woman does at every women’s club.
N ow this is typical, as I have said, as to
what happens with our members when
they are listening to the inner voice and
trying to receive impressions from the
Cosmic or from the self within. They
allow their outer reasoning and purely
objective, deductive reasoning to give
them an answer or an idea that is not in
accordance with the facts. It is difficult
in many cases for persons to tell whether
the ideas that come to their minds are
from the functioning of their own reason
or from the Cosmic, but this is due to
the many years’ indulgence in coming to
conclusions by reasoning. Undoubtedly,
many of the answers that Jackie gives to
others in answer to his father’s ques
tions strike him as being perfectly logi
cal, reasonable, and easily guessed at.
W hen Jackie was asked about a little,
round, paper, pill box that I was hold
ing, but which he did not see, he replied
that the article in my hand was a pill
box. W hen asked what it contained, he
instantly said it contained pills, but then
corrected himself and said, “ An em
blem,” The idea of pills was merely a
guess, or, shall we say, a false thought
Four hundred six ty-six
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or idea built up quickly in his mind by
the objective mind’s deductive reason
ing, for it is only natural for the mind to
reason that a pill box would contain
pills. Such reasoning, however, is one
of the fundamental errors in our mental
process and often leads us all astray in
our attempts to interpret Cosmic mes
sages or inner messages at crucial times.
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marvelous memory than was ever pos
sessed by any other child o f his age.
Y ou are in no way simplifying the mat
ter by such an explanation but are mak
ing it more complex, because it would
be more difficult to develop such a
system o f secret code transmission of
thoughts and have a child o f his age
memorize such a system than it would
be to develop the real and genuine
method o f mind reading.

In demonstrating his ability to read
the mind, Jackie is limited, o f course, in
reading his father’s mind. The father
Y ou can imagine what it would mean
says that until the boy is absolutely per
to develop a system o f code signals,
fect in reading his mind and no longer either by words or gestures on the part
allows guesses, or influences, or logical o f the father, that would include not
conclusions to take the place of the true, only every possible combination o f num
mentally transmitted thought, he will bers and fractions and decimals but
not let Jackie experiment with reading every kind o f a name o f an individual,
the minds of others. Jackie, on the city, town, drug, or medicine in almost
other hand, takes a very peculiar view any language. The father is not a highly
point of the whole thing. He thinks, in educated man as one can easily deter
the first place, that it is perfectly normal mine from his imperfect English. H ow
and natural for him to read his father’s ever, the father is not required to know
mind. He has never known anything all of these things, such as foreign
different since he was old enough to languages, foreign names, chemical
reason about the matter, and he likewise names, scientific names, scientific terms,
feels that it would be rather strange for etc., because all of them must be written
him to be able to read the mind of any down on a piece o f paper and shown to
other person for he does not sense and the father and then he transmits men
feel the close attunement between him tally what he sees written on the paper,
self and others that he feels between or what is whispered to him. In this re
gard the father is much like the tele
himself and his father.
In other words, from his view-point it phone that is before you when you are
is perfectly natural for a child to be speaking to someone. The telephone
closely attuned to his father’s mind and will transmit the most difficult of sounds
no one else’s. Therefore, everything that and terms which are spoken to it, with
one desires to have Jackie read, explain, out having any consciousness o f what
or describe must be shown first to the they mean. And even Jackie is uncon
father. If you ask Jackie to describe scious most o f the time o f the meaning
something that you have hidden in your of most of the things he says.
Take, for instance, an envelope which
hand or concealed about your person, he
will instantly say, “ Show it to my the father picked up from my desk while
father!” or, “ Tell it to my Dad.” He here in my sanctum. It had a number o f
says these things in the most child-like foreign stamps on it and attracted the
manner and without any pretentiousness father’s attention. He lifted the envelope
up and read the printed address in the
or show of pomp.
N ow I know that this very fact opens corner of the envelope. W hen he fin
the doorway to the argument that the ished reading it he merely said to Jackie,
father is carrying on a code system of who was off in an opposite part of the
transmission with his son and that the large room, "W here is this from?” And
demonstration is no actual proof of without a moment’s hesitancy Jackie
mind reading. But if you are going to said, “ From 18 Sanchelstrasse, Praargue that this father has taught this hague, Czechoslovakia, Europe, and the
little boy in two years a system that is name of the man is Mr.-------.” He gave
so perfect and so elaborate as would be the correct name, which was a long,
necessary for such demonstrations, then German name, and this coupled with the
you are going to attribute to this little long address pronounced in very childboy a far greater mind and a far more like syllables, is longer than any phrase
Four hundred six ty-sev en
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that could be conveyed by any code
contained in the simple question,
"W here is this from?”
I wrote on one piece of paper a num
ber consisting of nine figures, and the
father merely said to Jackie, “ W hat
number?” and then looked at the paper
and as he read the numbers Jackie
called off the nine figures in their proper
order.
That the father often makes errors in
his thoughts which he transmits is also
evident. For instance, I picked up from
my desk an Egyptian scarab and showed
it to the father. Jackie could not see
what was in my hand and the father
only looked at it casually and said,
“ W hat is it?” and Jackie said, “ A green
bug.” I asked Jackie where the bug
came from and pausing for a moment to
concentrate his mind on his father, he
replied, “ From Palestine.” W hen I said
this was wrong, the father said that he
had only seen one of these things before
and he thought they were souvenirs
from Palestine. W hen I wrote down on
a piece of paper the name of the country
from which they came and showed this
to the father, little Jackie instantly re
plied, “ From Gypt.” W hen his father
said that this was wrong, Jackie stamped
his little foot on the floor and said, “ It
is right,” for Jackie never allows anyone
to contradict him unless he has made a
guess. He had missed the first syllable
of the word, “ Egypt” as transmitted by
his father, but I noticed later in talking
to his father that because of his foreign
accent he spoke o f Egypt a number o f
times with a strong accent on the second
syllable and slurred the “ E ” in front of
it in such a manner as to make it almost
inaudible. This started me testing the
father in regard to many words and
after I talked with him a while I found
that his accent was very strange and
that on many words the boy used the
same peculiar accent, although in his
childish talk between his demonstrations
and in connection with all personal mat
ters the boy has absolutely no foreign
accent at all.
Nor is it necessary for the boy to look
at h's father in order to answer the
questions. The boy is still so playful
and childlike that in my sanctum he
spent most of the time on the floor play
ing with a small flashlight battery, a roll

o f films, and a long ruler which he
balanced one upon the other and caused
them to roll and move for him, much
like a kitten would play with similar
things. The tripod to my moving pic
ture camera also fascinated him and at
one time his little legs and the tripod
legs were entangled in a very amusing
manner while the father was trying to
get him to answer a question. Finally he
became fascinated in the radio set and
in turning the dials and causing various
stations to come in and out and while
thus occupied in a distant com er of the
room with his back turned to his father
and me, he answered seven or eight
questions without more than a second’s
pause for concentration and never turn
ing around to face either one o f us.
Things written on a piece o f paper
are read by Jackie as rapidly as the
father reads them. If the father takes an
open book and starts to read a para
graph selected by us, Jackie will begin
to repeat word for word as the father
reads, without the father asking a single
question. I tried this experiment with a
book containing the most profound and
difficult scientific terms, all of which
Jackie was able to repeat but with a
childish pronunciation that is very laugh
able at times. For instance, he would
pronounce the State o f Massachusetts
as “ Massashussits,” ’ and he pronounced
the word indispensable as “ indispansoosul.”
W h en they were ready to leave my
office the little boy and the manager of
their act went out on the street and the
father remained with me to give me a
photograph of the boy. W hile talking
with me he said, “W here was your
father born?” I told him the name of a
very small and little known town in the
State of New Jersey and the father
merely whistled for Jackie to come from
the street back into my office and point
ing at me said, “ W here was his father
born?” Jackie started to run out to the
sidewalk again in disgust, because he
thought he had finished his demonstra
tion, and on the way out without even
looking at his father or at me or stop
ping to think, apparently, he called out
the name of the town and State as men
tioned by me to the father.
N ow if such close attunement as this
can be established between father and
F our hundred sixty-eight

child, it is certainly the foundation for
more marvelous development than even
this ability to read the mind.
Mr.
Merkle intends to carry on this develop
ment of attunement to such a point that
he will be able to read the b oy ’s mind in
the same manner. A t the present time
the little fellow has difficulty in concen
trating on a thought and transmitting it
correctly to the father. In about only
fifty per cent o f the cases can the father
correctly receive the child's idea, but he
says that this is improving as the boy
grows in experience. He says that the
boy has already told him that at night
while resting, or partially asleep, or
while riding in the train in deep medita
tion, the little fellow receives impres
sions from other minds or apparently
from the Cosmic which are very vague
and difficult for him to describe. He has
already learned the difference between
a thought sent by his father and those
which come from other sources and he
says that the difference is in clearness
and strength of the thought. The child
is perfectly normal in every other ability
and has been examined by psychiatrists,

psychologists, medical men and others.
They say he has a good memory, but
that memory alone will not account for
two per cent o f his marvelous demon-*
strations. In the theater he stands on.
the stage before the footlights with his
little chubby arms folded across his
chest and stamps his feet when the
children or younger people in the front
rows become noisy and laugh at his cute
expressions, and he becomes impatient
when the persons in the audience do not
respond and say that his answer is cor
rect. He likes the applause and likes the
audience to be responsive in every way.
He will appear at most of the theaters
in the East in the next few months and
if you have an opportunity o f seeing
Jackie Merkle in any place I would be
glad to have you go and if you sit along
the aisles of the theater the father will
undoubtedly approach you and if you
whisper to the father that you are a
Rosicrucian he will be glad to meet you,
for he is intensely interested in our
work and wants all o f our members
to see what he has accomplished with
this child.

OUR APPRECIATION
T h e Imperator wishes to take this means of acknowledging the many cablegrams,
radiograms, letters and other tokens o f appreciation and good wishes sent to him from
all parts o f the w orld for his birthday on Novem ber 25. It is impossible for him to
personally acknowledge all of these communications but he wishes to assure each and
every member that he deeply values the kind sentiments and thoughts expressed
through these tokens.

THE ENTIRE STAFF OF EXECUTIVES
wishes to express its appreciation and thanks for the many hundreds of beautiful cards,
telegrams, and radio messages, tokens and other forms o f appreciation sent to
headquarters during the holiday season. T h e officers cannot acknowledge each of
these communications with a personal letter as promptly as they can express their ap
preciation here in the pages of our magazine. Nevertheless, they desire to have every
member and friend realize that these tokens of esteem and good wishes are highly
appreciated and constitute one of the great jo y s in their lives.

OUR WISHES FOR YOU
are that each and everyone of our members and friends will have not only a happy
Christmas and N e w Y e a r holiday but that the N e w Y e a r will bring into the lives of
each a new cycle o f prosperity and happiness. W h ile w e wish this for each, w e also
seek to do our utmost to help to make it a living fact in the life of each one w ho
comes in contact with the glorious work o f this organization.
T H E IM P E R A T O R , G R A N D M A S T E R ,
S U P R E M E S E C R E T A R Y , and
O F F IC IA L S T A F F .
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SANCTUM MUSINGS
O N THE N A T U R E OF BEA U TY A N D LOVE

HE term beauty is
attributed to sen
sations of an har
m on iou s natu re
which are realized
by the human consciou sn ess. T h e
sensations re
ce iv e d f r o m the
world of “ things,”
be they of light
waves falling on
the retina o f the
e y e , o r sou n d
waves actuating the diaphragm of the
ear, if pleasurable, thereby harmonious,
are beautiful. Those things o f the physi
cal world which are pleasurable to the
senses are beautiful. That which is dis
agreeable is never beautiful. In the
lower types of intelligence, the organic
desires or appetites, in the endeavor to
maintain an harmonious normalcy, com
pel the mind to seek sensations which are
agreeable to them.
Since they are
agreeable, they are accepted as beauti
ful. The scent of a rose may be termed
beautiful; those things designated as
“ delicious” are beautiful, as delicious is
merely the term applied to sensations
which are pleasurable to the sense of
The
Rosicrucian taste. In the order of higher intelligence
in humans, the reason, because of its
Digest
greater development, seeks not alone to
January
attract beauty or agreeable sensations,
1933
but to interpret the nature of the harmony

itself; thus the mind o f the composer is
quite sensitive to the rhythm of his
being and the universe, of which he is
a part. He is not desirous of attracting
exterior sensations to himself, but rather
to create in music a form which depicts
the idea he has o f the harmony or
beauty he already possesses in his
nature.
Those seeking beauty through the
senses will find it idealized in but few
forms, comparatively speaking, for only
those forms which produce sensations
registering harmoniously in the human
consciousness will be thought of as
beautiful. Since there is much in the
physical world which the senses of man
cannot detect, there is much beauty of
the universe lost to him, but the mind
which endeavors to mentally create in
its own consciousness, ideals which are
in harmony with it, finds the absolute
formless beauty, for harmony is form
less. Form is only attributed to it when
the form gives off sensations which are
harmonious to the human consciousness.
There is nothing in the universe that is
not o f order. Even chaos is an order of
disorder, yet man, by virtue of his
senses is but attuned to a limited portion
of the scale of Cosmic order, which por
tion he appreciates as harmony. This
limitation compels the mind to idealize
as harmony those forms discernible by
the senses only. It may be rightly doubt
ed whether the human consciousness can
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ever realize the complete scale o f Cosmic
harmony while bound to the senses, yet
perhaps without all the senses, there
would be no individual consciousness
whereby anything could be realized. For
although life has an intelligence o f its
own and is a fundamental force in the
universe, it has not been proven that
Cosmic forces are self-conscious. It
appears necessary that the organ o f
brain be provided with consciousness;
therefore, life itself can have no realiza
tion of its own complete harmony.
When there is consciousness as in man
it is too finite to realize the complete in
finite harmony.
W e may cite an analogy: Electrical
energy is an ordered force unlimited in
its field o f expression, yet to realize that
the energy exists, we are obliged to
manifest it in some form, such as heat,
power, light. W h en we so manifest it,
we have limited it to that form, what
ever it may be, for that moment. Elec
tricity cannot be appreciated by us in its
absolute formless nature. If absolute,
formless beauty could be realized, for
the idea to be conveyed to another, it
would need the faculty of consciousness
so as to associate the idea with a form
that the mind could realize. W hen as
sociated with a form the idea of absolute
beauty would be a contracted, imperfect
idea.
All being is creative. By the very
virtue of BEING, everything is obliged
to create its own nature. If being were
not creative, it would become non-being.
A fundamental law o f the universe is
T O BE. Therefore, everything of the
universe is creative. Being has its order,
and its order is the laws governing its
nature. The change of the laws o f order
of a being changes the nature o f the
being. That which is in accord with the
order of a being is harmonious to it.
W hen the being has consciousness,
things harmonious to it produce the sen
sation of pleasure.
Furthermore, a conscious being can
realize the order and harmony of its
nature and may will to maintain that
order. Yet, a conscious being also has
the unconscious urge to maintain the
order of its nature. This urge is the
natural order of the being seeking the
path of least resistance. The path of
least resistance is the maintaining of its
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particular form without change of its
order. Such a type of conscious being is
man. Life force in man has its distinct
order which gives it the nature o f life.
Life endeavors, like other beings, to
maintain its nature and in doing so, it is
creative. Man becomes conscious of the
order o f life within him, which he clas
sifies as the instincts. The realization he
has o f these instincts produces the inner
sensations which we know of in most
instances as love in its various ex
pressions.
Love, then, is the desire in the con
sciousness of man to bring to his being
sensations which are in harmony with
the order o f his nature or life. In bring
ing to himself that which is harmonious
to him, he is maintaining his being and
continuing to be, which is continuing to
create. W e have seen that things har
monious to man are designated as beau
tiful. Love seeks beauty, because that
which is beautiful furthers the creation
of being. Love, if it sought deformity,
would attract inharmony, and inhar
mony is destructive to the order o f
being.
Plato in his dialogue, “ The Sym
posium,” refers to passion as the desire
of the physical and mortal body to seek
immortality through procreation, a pro
cess of succeeding itself. Is this cogent,
however? It infers that the continuance
or immortality of life force is dependent
on its residence in form. W e arrive at
the usual point o f such discussions, “ Is
life force destructible with form?" It
cannot be; if it is, it is an exception to
all other fundamental, universal forces
which have never been destroyed with
the destruction of form.
Form is not the maker of life, but life
the maker of form. Therefore, life pre
cedes form. Thus when we destroy
form we merely release life, returning it
to its original state. From this we con
clude that life is immortal, even when it
is not manifest in form just as electronic
energy when without form continues to
exist. W hy, then, does the complex
type of life through passion or sex-love
seek to propagate its form, to immor
talize itself? Perhaps we may deduce an
answer from our first premise that all
being is creative, and if being were not
creative, it would become non-being.
W hen we destroy form we do not de-

stroy life, but if life were to remain in a
formless state, it would be static; for life,
which is an energy, to become static
would mean for it to become non
existent.
W e have seen that for a thing T O
BE, it must be creative— that is, con
tinue to create its own being. Life, there
fore, must be self-moving, and have the
power of motion within itself. Life's
motion is the perpetuation o f itself in
form. The following may seem incon
sistent with previous remarks, but we
will endeavor to reveal its inconsistency.
W e have said that life is immortal,
and existent without form. Therefore,
to be more elucidative, we should have
said an aspect of life is immortal. Allow
me to explain. Life appears to be a
binary force. Living matter at all times
has certain characteristics o f inorganic
matter. It appears subject to the same
laws of molecular construction. Its sub
stance has, for example, cohesive attrac
tion, yet it possesses the additional
virtue of the reproduction o f its form.
Furthermore, in lower forms it compels
the unconscious, while in higher forms
the conscious, attempt to preserve its
form. W hile electronic energy, the un
derlying essence of inorganic forms of
matter, preserves its nature or its order,
it does not endeavor to preserve the
particular form it has assumed. Form
appears secondary to electronic energy.
It seems to tend toward reversion to its
primary state. Electronic energy from
this conclusion is then but an unilateral
phase o f life force.
There must be existent in the uni
verse then, an immortal, indestructible
energy that composes the other phase o f
life. The unity of these two phases of
Cosmic force, manifests life— the one
phase creates matter, the other phase
makes matter animate with all of the
qualities of life. Life, then, as we know
it, is a complete, unified Cosmic force,
not possible without form. Living mat
ter, then, represents a perfected state,
no matter how simple the organism.
W e reiterate, the perfected state is a
unity of a phase o f energy we term
The
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festation of form is incomplete, imper

fect. The preservation o f the form it
assumes is not necessary to preserve the
order o f the energy itself; but in living
matter wherein life exists as the unity
of two phases o f energy, it is only pos
sible to preserve the order o f life by
the preservation of the form. The
form o f living matter is infused
with the balance o f the two energies,
and its particular structure is necessary
for life. Thus we find life transmitting
complete factors o f itself, which de
velop into a prototype of the parent
form. Life, to perpetuate itself, must
transmit itself in form, as, for instance,
the protoplasm, and in form only is its
nature complete. W ith the destruction
of form, we have not the destruction of
the energies composing life, but their
separation into the electronic and the
unknown energy.
T o return to love: W e find that in its
lower expression it is the result o f the
order o f life attempting to preserve itself
through procreation— the generation of
new form. Perhaps passion, then, is as
Plato said, “ The body seeking to immor
talize itself.” W hat of that which has
been commonly called the selfless loves,
the loves of the soul, the loves that are
characterized as maternal, of duty, of
art and literature? It is said that such
love far transcends the sensuous desire
o f that love which is the impelling urge
of the order o f life to perpetuate itself.
In idealism, these higher loves exceed
passion, but they arise from the same
source, if we but admit the realities. Our
proposition can best be proved by an
analysis o f the idealistic loves. In the
instance o f normal maternal affection
and devotion, it first must be admitted
that such love is instinctive. It is not the
result o f reasoning, nor the development
o f the mentality through education. It
is inherent in the nature o f higher
evolved animate beings, but it is realized
only in conscious beings. In the lower
forms of unconscious beings devoid of
brain, they react to the urge of the order
o f life without volition, acquiring condi
tions pleasurable, harmonious to their
continued existence. The process of
generation is unconscious to them.
In the higher or conscious beings,
there is the faculty of realization of the
instincts and with the realization comes
the inner sensations known as emotions.
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Therefore, in addition to procreation whose consciousness is quite responsive
with its sensuous pleasure, there is the to his emotions, the sensations of the life
mental pleasure or harmony that is de force within him, endeavors as we have
rived from gratifying the emotion o f said, under the subject o f beauty above,
protection o f the offspring. It is quite to mentally create with his reason,
true that the pleasure derived from images which idealize the harmony he
maternal love in effect is essentially senses.
The love o f art, music and
different than sensual pleasure, yet in literature is then the desire to create
both instances the pleasure is that which forms which set up in the consciousness
is harmonious to the order o f life. Life, sensations pleasurable to the order of
as we have seen, seeks to create form life, and by so doing, aid in preserving
for its further existence, but a conscious it. The higher loves are those that en
being when having a realization o f the deavor to imitate the order o f life by the
urge of life, has the emotion o f love to production o f forms that complement
preserve that form which it has created the harmonious nature o f life. The
at all sacrifices. The pleasure o f so doing higher loves are possible only in a
to the consciousness is greater than any highly evolved consciousness, and in
irritability arising out o f pain from the fact they are the desires o f the con
sciousness to bring into form that which
performance o f the duty.
As to the love o f art, music and it has realized. It is like the mind en
literature, this we may attribute to the deavoring to give physical form to a
higher conscious beings’ appreciation o f pleasurable scent, so that through the
the rhythm o f their own nature, or the eyes the sense o f sight might have the
life force within them. Life, as a Cos same pleasurable sensation.
mic force resident in a being, has a
The human consciousness through the
specific frequency. The life force in the higher loves attempts to transmute an
amoeba or in man, in essence, is identical. intangible realization into an actuality.
The nature of life is uniform. T o change It is like the execution of a magnificent
the specific vibratory nature o f the life musical composition or painting, wherein
force would be to change that force there is confined in form the harmony
itself, for it would be the separation of that was sensed through the realization
the phase o f Cosmic energy composing o f the order o f the artist’s or musician’s
matter from the phase of Cosmic energy being. Every time that the composer
which, when uniting with the former plays his composition, it brings back into
causes life. W hat the rates of the his consciousness the realization he had
specific frequency o f these blended of the harmony of the order o f his own
phases o f Cosmic energy are, is not being, and as nearly as possible, he re
known, but a conscious being can sense ceives the same stimulation, the same
and have an appreciation o f this excitation to his consciousness that he
harmony.
had with his original conception.
W^hen the harmony is constant within
"If we know all there is, and the laws
a being; that is, not disturbed by any in
harmonious external forces, it produces thereof, there is still the mystery o f the
a state of happiness. The esthetic type, cause.— Validivar

ANNOUNCING NEW CHICAGO CHAPTER QUARTERS
W e are pleased to announce that the Rosicrucian C hicago Chapter N o . 9 is moving
January 1st to the L yon and H ealy Building, 64 East Jackson Boulevard. It will
have in its new location larger quarters and will be prepared to accommodate the
C hicago membership in many additional w ays. T h e Secretary of the Chapter is Leta
M . Santee, Telephone Number, Capital 0885. T h e Chapter will be open afternoons
from 1 2:3 0 to 5 :0 0 p.m., evenings from 7 :3 0 to 9 :3 0 p.m ., and Sundays from 3 :0 0 to 5 :0 0
p.m. In addition to the regular sessions for members there will be a social session every
first T u esday night of the month. A ll Rosicrucian, A M O R C members in the C hicago
territory are invited to attend the sessions. Identification o f membership is necessary,
however.
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S O M E H E L P F U L ID E A S F O R M E M B E R S IN

THE

LO W ER GRADES OF STU D Y
B y T h e

Im p e r a to r

E C E N T L Y I had
an opportunity to
talk with Profes
sor Aiken, one of
A m e ric a ’s fo r e 
m ost astronomers
in charge of the
great astronomical
observatory at Mt.
H a m ilton , Cali
forn ia, w h ich is
located on a moun
tain peak o v e r 
looking the beau
tiful valley in which San Jose nestles
like a sparkling jewel of brilliant lights
set in a beautiful green pasture.
Professor Aiken was recently honored
by the Royal Astronomical Society of
England. They invited him to come to
England to be honored by them, and
this invitation carried with it all of his
traveling expenses to that country and
back again, so that he might not be de
layed by any cause in accepting their
invitation. The great honor thus be
stowed upon him at the meeting in Eng
land included the gift o f a gold medal in
recognition of his marvelous mastership
of the art and science of astronomy. I
speak of this merely to impress my
readers with the fact that Professor
Aiken is not an amateur or an unscien
The
Rosicruciatt tific worker in the field of astronomical
speculation, but a recognized authority
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and honored as such.
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versality of the laws which govern the

universe, Professor Aiken waxed en
thusiastic, and his kind countenance
lighted with an expression of adoration
as he touched upon various points that I
knew would be o f intense interest to our
members. Hundreds o f our members
have met him for he has been kind
enough at each o f our National Conven
tions here in the summer months to have
our members visit his observatory late at
night and spend long periods with him
in scrutinizing the heavens, the stars,
and the planets through the very large
and marvelous telescopes which make
this observatory a wonderful institution.
He knows what our fundamental prin
ciples are, and he is familiar with all our
view-points, and he frankly admits that
after thirty years o f intense study of
universal laws we have in our teachings
a very sane and rational comprehension
of the most marvelous of all of nature's
manifestations.
First he spoke about the meteors
which are so clearly seen here in Cali
fornia during Spring, Summer, and Fall.
He said there are perhaps a million
meteors a year that are visible from all
points of our earth. He called attention
to the obvious fact that meteors are
shooting through space in the daytime
as well as in the nighttime, but they can
only be seen when the sky is dark and
especially on nights when the light of
the moon does not interfere by its bril
liancy. He called attention to the fact
that these meteors are not the result of
any arbitrary or unusual manifestation
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of matter, but rather a demonstration of
a universal law. He said that many o f
them, if not most o f them, are so small
in size that the material o f which they
are composed is melted through the fric
tion of movement in the air, and thus
they disappear after having journeyed
only a short distance. Only the larger
of them can be found after coming to
the earth. He called attention to the
fact that in the hundreds o f years that
have passed a few very large meteors
have left their deposits on the earth, and
these deposits are called meteorites.
Since so many persons look upon
these meteors as something unnatural,
and since the ancients of the uneducated
class looked upon them with supersti
tion, we discussed them quite freely.
Therefore, one o f my questions was,
“W here do these meteors come from?”
It has been said by certain schools of
superstition that these are fragments
from planets that are being destroyed,
and that they foretell the destruction of
our own earth and other planets. Pro
fessor Aiken very quickly removed such
an opinion from the category of fact by
stating that these meteors have nothing
to do with planets, but are part of the
matter that is to be found everywhere
in the universe, and that our earth is
passing through clouds o f this matter at
various hours o f each day and night.
According to him the movement of
our earth, sun, moon, and other familiar
planets through the vast space of the
universe brings us into a new part o f the
universe every hour, and by the time
our members read these words of mine
in the Digest our whole group o f re
lated planets will be many thousands or
hundreds of thousands of miles away
from the point in the universe where
they are located now. It is difficult for
the human mind to conceive of such an
endless journey through endless space,
but the astronomers pretend, at least,
that they have some conception of it. In
this endless space our earth and other
planets will occasionally pass through
clouds of meteors when it will seem that
there is a veritable rain o f them through
the skies.
In answer to our question as to
whether our little earth might run into
sudden and disastrous contact with some
enormous stray body passing through
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the universe at the present time, but un
known to the astronomers, he said that
there was absolutely no likelihood of
this for two reasons. First, because the
astronomers with their telescopes are
able to pierce the great distance for
many days and weeks ahead, and are in
constant observation and on the lookout
for anything o f that kind, and in all the
years that have passed nothing of that
kind has ever been seen. Secondly, the
magnificent universal laws o f the Cos
mos prevent any eccentric action on the
part of any planets or any movement or
progress through space that is not per
fectly timed and so arranged as to give
each planet and each moving body a
clear track.
From all he said it was apparent that
he meant that there were possibly hun
dreds if not thousands o f moving bodies
whirling through space along established
paths or tracks, and that although these
paths crossed each other and intertwined
the movements o f the heavenly bodies,
even in their terrifically rapid speed of
thousands o f miles an hour they were so
timed that they could all move in proper
order without coming in contact with
each other. The world’s greatest rail
road engineer attempting to operate
thousands o f trains, or even a few hun
dred trains, on a complicated network
of railroad tracks that cross and recross
each other, would never be able to figure
out such a time schedule as would let
each train keep moving continuously on
its track without ever stopping, and
without ever coming in contact with
another train. N o human mind could
scatter one hundred billiard balls on top
of a huge billiard table, and keep them
all rolling in various directions and
paths that cross each other and yet pre
vent any two of the balls from hitting
each other. It is the most astonishing
conception of system and order known
to the human mind.
In answer to our question as to what
these meteors are composed of he said
that every scientific analysis of them
shows that each meteor and meteorite
has in it some of the very same elements
of matter that are found on the earth
plane, and that no meteor has yet re
vealed a single element o f matter un
known to our scientists. Professor Aiken
raised his eyes toward the heavens and
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like a real mystic contemplating the
glories of G od’s creation, uttered what
we would call a psalm of adoration to
God's great wisdom when he said, “ Sci
ence finds that in the beginning all
matter of the universe was uniformly
established from the same elements, and
the great natural laws o f the Cosmic
continue this process of creation and
everything that we have on this planet
or that exists throughout the whole of
stellar space is composed uniformly in
the same manner, and of the same ele
ments without any variation or a single
exception to these great laws.”
That Professor Aiken is also a phi
losopher as well as a scientist was
evidenced by his final statement. He
said, “ Often at one-thirty or two o ’clock
in the morning when I am through with
my scientific observations through tele
scopes and have made my nightly nota
tions, which must be made every night,
I go out of the observatory into the
lawns surrounding our buildings, and
sit down to stare into the starry heavens
like any other individual should do who
admires the magnificence of G od’s great
work. I no longer look at just a small
portion of the heavens, nor at a part of
one of the planets through a huge tele
scope, but I lose myself in the endless
space o f the heavens that seems to sur
round me on the great height where our
observatory is located. T o the east and
to the west of me, and to the north and
the south the dark space descends to
the low horizon, and I seem to be stand
ing in the very midst of a huge dome.
In some directions I see planets— Venus,
Mars, and others, and in another direc
tion I see Saturn or one of the other
large planets. T o the left o f me I see a
familiar constellation, but everywhere I
see stars and groups of stars and nebu
lous matter composed of stars or star

essence, whatever it may be. Con
templation o f this magnificent scene lifts
me to sublime heights, and I am simply
lost in its beauty, its stupendous marvels,
and the inconceivable wisdom of the
mind that directs and controls all of it.”
The important point for our members
in the lower grades must be very evident.
The study of the composition of matter
formed out o f the spirit essence or
nous, into a form we call electrons and
and then formed into atoms, and mole
cules, reveals a universal law, and
applies to all created things except the
mind of man and the soul within his
body. This universality of Cosmic laws
gives us confidence, faith, and hope.
W e cannot conceive of the beginning of
the universe; therefore, we cannot con
ceive of its end. But we can conceive of
the majesty and magnificence o f a crea
tion that is so uniform and perfect, and
so systematized and orderly in its mani
festation that even the human brain can
do what Professor Aiken and others
have done; namely, predict an eclipse
that will occur a thousand years from
now, and predict it within two or three
seconds of the exact time in which it will
occur, and within two or three seconds
o f the arc of direction in regard to the
locality in the heavens where it will
occur, and yet our earth is at the present
time in a part of the universe millions of
miles distant from where the eclipse will
occur. Even the rapid movement o f our
group of planets through space does not
change their precise relationship to each
other so that we can tell to within a
second of time when each of them will
be in some definite relationship to each
other. Certainly, our students should
enjoy the study o f these natural laws in
the lessons for it brings them closer to
Cosmic attunement, and closer to an
understanding o f G od’s great wisdom.

BE SU RE T O SEE T H IS IN S T R U C T IV E P IC T U R E
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For some months w e have had for review in our offices at headquarters a scenario
o f a marvelous E gyptian mystical picture which originally bore the title o f "Im h o tep ,”
but has at last been produced by the Universal Pictures Corporation under the name
of "T h e M u m m y.” W e have been very anxious to see this picture released throughout
the country not only because* D a vid M anners, a well known screen artist and member
of our organization, plays a part in the picture, but because the picture is of real instruc
tive interest to all o f our members and to their friends. W a tc h for the coming announcments of this picture, and speak to your local theatre manager, and ask him to secure
and produce it. T h e picture is being w idely advertised as one of interest to Rosicrucians,
and you will see that your local theatre show s this picture made b y the Universal
Picture Corporation.
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Rosicrucian O rder, existing in all civilized lands, is a non-sectarian, fraternal body of
w om en devoted to the investigation, study, and practical application of natural and
law s. T h e purpose o f the organization is to enable all to live in harmony with the
constructive, Cosm ic forces for the attainment of health, happiness, and Peace.

T h e O rder is internationally known as A M O R C (an abbreviation), and the A M O R C in
Am erica, and all other lands, constitutes the only form of Rosicrucian activities united in one
body having representation in the international Rosicrucian congresses. T h e A M O R C does not
sell its teachings, but gives them freely to all affiliated members, together with many other
benefits.
Inquirers seeking to know the history, purposes, and practical benefits that they m ay re
ceive from Rosicrucian association, are invited to send for the free book, "T h e W is d o m of the
S ag es.” Address, Librarian, S . P . C „ care of

AMORC
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M r. A . T .
A venue, E .

T h om as,

M aster,

9 53 3

Jasper

S P A N IS H -A M E R IC A N S E C T IO N
T h is jurisdiction includes oil the Spanish-speaking Countries of the N e w W o r ld . Its Supreme
Council and H ead O ffice are located at San Juan, Puerto Rico, having local Representatives in all
the principal sities of these stated Countries.
H on. M anuel Rodriguez Serra, F .R .C ., Supreme Grand M aster, P. O . B o x 702,
San Juan, Puerto Rico.
A rm ando Font de la Jara, F .R .C ., Secretary General, P. O . B o x 36, San Juan,
Puerto R ico.
T h e name and address of other Officers and Branch Secretaries cannot be given general pub
licity, but m ay be obtained for any information or special purposes, through the H ead O ffice at
San Juan, Puerto Rico.
ALL C O R R E SPO N D E N C E SH O U L D BE A D D R E SSE D T O T H E S E C R E T A R Y G EN ER AL

A F E W O F T H E F O R E IG N JU RISD ICTIO N S
India:
T h e Supreme Council, A M O R C , Calcutta,
India.

Scandinavian Countries:
T h e A M O R C Grand Lodge of Denmark,
Carli Anderson, S . R . C ., Grand Secretary,
M anogade 13th Strand, Copenhagen, D e n 
mark.

France:
D r. H . Gruter, F .R .C ., Grand M aster, N ice.
M ile. Jeanne Guesdon, S .R .C . Corresponding
Secretary for the Grand Lodge ( A M O R C )
of France, 56 Rue Gambetta, V illeneuve
Saint Georges, Seine & O is e ).

Austria:
M r. M a n y Cihlar, K .R .C ., Grossekreter der
A M O R C , Laxenburgerstr, 7 5 /9 , V ienn a, X .
China and Russia:
T h e United Grand Lodge of China and Rus
sia, 8 /1 8 K vakazasaya S t., Harbin, M an 
churia.

Australia:
T h e Grand Council of Australia, M . S.
Kowron, F .R .C ., Grand M aster, "S an d h u rst,"
52 Fletcher St., Bondi, Sydney, N .S .W .

England:
T h e A M O R C Grand Lodge of Great Britain,
M r. Raymund Andrea, K .R .C ., Grand M aster,
41 Berkeley Road, Bishopston, Bristol, E ng.

Dutch and East Indies:
W . J. V isser, Grand M aster, Bodjong
Semarang, Java.
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Egypt:
T h e Grand Orient of A M O R C , House of the
T em ple, M . A . Ram ayvelim , F .R .C ., Grand
Secretary, 7, Rue T alkha, Heliopolis.

Africa:
T h e Grand Lodge of the Gold Coast
A M O R C . M r. H . C . M oncar, Grand M aster,
P. O . B o x 3 29 A ccra, G old Coast, W e s t
Africa.

Costa Rica:
W illia m T . Lindo, F .R .C ., Grand M aster,
P. O . Box 521, Limon, Republic of Costa
Rice, C . A .

The addresses of other foreign Grand Lodges
and secretaries will be furnished on application.
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SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
NY of the above books will be given to you ABSOLUTELY FREE with a
new subscription to this magazine, the "Rosicrucian Digest.” To our friends
who are not members of the Rosicrucian Brotherhood, here is an oppor
tunity to receive this magazine for 5 MONTHS, and at the same time
select free of cost an interesting book.
Any one of these books alone is worth the price of the subscription
to the magazine. These books are not pamphlets, but are volumes of the
Rosicrucian Library. Just send in your complete name and address with
$1.50 to the special address below, name the book you want, and it will
be sent with your first copy of the magazine, without cost.
Here is indeed an unusual offer of 2 in 1— a 5 months’ subscription to the maga
zine and a free, instructive book, both for only $1.50. Make out your check or
money order to AMORC FUNDS and send to: (The book must be asked for with
subscription, not afterwards, otherwise it cannot be sent,)
H

Department 8

ROSICRUCIAN

BROTHERHOOD

(A M O R C )
San Jose, California, U . S. A .
NOTE: Another special offer at this time is a six months’ subscription to this maga
zine for ONLY $1.00. (This does not include a free book.)

ROSICRUCIAN

PRESS. LT D ., SAN
P R I N T ED IN U . S . A .

JOSE,

CALIF.

&o£tcrucmn lib r a r y
The following books are recommended because of the special knowledge they contain, not to be
found in our teachings and not available elsewhere.
Volume I.

R O SIC R U C IA N Q U ESTIO N S A N D A N SW ER S A N D C O M P LETE H ISTO R Y O F THE O RD ER.
*

The story of the Rosicrueian ideals, traditions, activities, and accomplishments is told interestingly in this
book, and the scores of questions form a small encyclopedia of knowledge. Over 300 pages, printed on fine
book paper, bound in green silk, and stamped in gold. Price $2.00 per copy, postpaid.

Volume II.

R O S IC R U C IA N PRINCIPLES FO R THE H O M E A N D BUSINESS.

A very practical book dealing with the solution of health, financial, and business problems in the home and
office. Well printed and bound in red silk, stamped with gold. Price $2.00 per copy, postpaid.

Volume III.

THE M YSTICA L LIFE O F JESUS.

A rare account of the Cosmic preparation, birth, secret studies, mission, crucifixion, and later life of the
Great Master, from the records of the Essene and Rosicrueian Brotherhoods. A book that is demanded in
foreign lands as the most talked about revelation of Jesus ever made. Over 300 pages, beautifully illustrated,
bound in purple silk, stamped in gold. Price $2.25 per copy, postpaid.

Volume V.

"U N TO THEE I G R A N T . . ."

A strange book prepared from a secret manuscript found in the monastery of Tibet. It is filled with the
most sublime teachings of the ancient Masters of the Far East. The book has had many editions. Well
printed with leatherette cover. Price $1.25 per copy, postpaid.

Volume VI.

A TH O U SA N D YEA RS O F YESTERDAYS.

A beautiful story of reincarnation and mystic lessons. This unusual book has been translated and sold in many
languages and universally endorsed. Well printed and bound with attractive cover. Price 85c per copy, postpaid.

Volume VII.

SELF M ASTERY A N D FATE, W ITH THE C Y C L E S O F LIFE.

A new and astounding system of determining your fortunate and unfortunate hours, weeks, months, and
years throughout your life. No mathematics required. Better than any system of numerology or astrology.
Bound in silk, stamped in gold. Price $2.00 per copy, postpaid.

Volume VIII.

THE R O S IC R U C IA N M A N U A L.

Most complete outline of the rules, regulations, and operations of lodges and student work of the Order,
with many interesting articles, biographies, explanations, and complete Dictionary of Rosicrueian terms and
words. Very completely illustrated. A necessity to every student who wishes to progress rapidly, and a guide
to all seekers. Well printed and bound in silk, stamped with gold. Price $2.00 per copy, postpaid.

Volume XI.

M AN SIO N S O F THE SO U L, THE C O S M IC C O N C E P T IO N .

The complete doctrines of reincarnation explained. This book makes reincarnation easily understood,
illustrated, bound in silk, stamped in gold, extra large. Price $2.20 per copy, postpaid.

Well

LEM URIA— THE LOST CO N TIN EN T O F THE P A C IFIC .
delation of an ancient and long forgotten Mystic civilization. Fascinating and intriguing. Learn how
these people came to be swept from the earth. Know of their vast knowledge, much of which is lost to mankind
today. Well printed and bound, illustrated with charts and maps. Price $2.20 per copy, postpaid.
Send all orders for books, with remittances, direct to ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY B U REAU, Rosicrueian Park, San Jose, Cal.
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